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Abstract
We describe a new forward-backward variant of Dijkstra’s and Spira’s Single-Source
Shortest Paths (SSSP) algorithms. While essentially all SSSP algorithm only scan edges
forward, the new algorithm scans some edges backward. The new algorithm assumes
that edges in the outgoing and incoming adjacency lists of the vertices appear in non-
decreasing order of weight. (Spira’s algorithm makes the same assumption about the
outgoing adjacency lists, but does not use incoming adjacency lists.) The running time
of the algorithm on a complete directed graph on n vertices with independent exponen-
tial edge weights is O(n), with very high probability. This improves on the previously
best result of O(n log n), which is best possible if only forward scans are allowed, ex-
hibiting an interesting separation between forward-only and forward-backward SSSP
algorithms. As a consequence, we also get a new all-pairs shortest paths algorithm. The
expected running time of the algorithm on complete graphs with independent exponen-
tial edge weights is O(n2), matching a recent algorithm of Demetrescu and Italiano as
analyzed by Peres et al. Furthermore, the probability that the new algorithm requires
more than O(n2) time is exponentially small, improving on the O(n−1/26) probability
bound obtained by Peres et al.
1 Introduction
1.1 Shortest Paths
The Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) problem, which calls for the computation of a tree
of shortest paths from a given vertex in a directed or undirected graph with non-negative
edge weights, is one of the most important and most studied algorithmic graph problems.
The classical algorithm of Dijkstra [Dij59], implemented with an appropriate priority queue
data structure, e.g., Fibonacci heaps (Fredman and Tarjan [FT87]), solves the problem in
O(m + n logn) time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of vertices in
the graph. For undirected graphs with non-negative integer edge weights, Thorup [Tho99]
obtained an algorithm that runs in O(m+ n) time.
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The running time of Dijkstra’s algorithm is almost linear in the size of the input graph,
and the running time of Thorup’s algorithm is linear. Can we hope for a sublinear time
algorithm for the SSSP problem? In general the answer is of course “no”, as an SSSP
algorithm must examine essentially all the edges of the graph. There are, however, some
interesting settings in which the input graph undergoes an initial preprocessing phase after
which it may be possible to solve the SSSP problem in sublinear time. We consider here a
particularly simple such preprocessing phase that sorts the edges in the adjacency lists of
the vertices of the graph in non-decreasing order of weight.
The All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) problem calls for the solution of the SSSP problem
from every vertex of the input graph. It can clearly be solved in O(mn + n2 log n) time by
running Dijkstra’s algorithm from every vertex. Pettie [Pet04] improved this running time to
O(mn+ n2 log logn). The problem can be solved in O(mn) time, if the graph is undirected
and the edge weights are integral, by running Thorup’s [Tho99] algorithm from each vertex.
1.2 Average case results
Many authors considered the average case complexity of the SSSP and APSP problems.
Perhaps the simplest setting for such studies is the case of a complete directed graph on n
vertices in which the weight of each edge is an independent exponential random variable.
We denote this probabilistic model by Kn(Exp(1)). Hassin and Zemel [HZ85] and Frieze
and Grimmett [FG85] gave simple algorithms that solve the APSP problem, when the input
graph is drawn from Kn(Exp(1)), in O(n2 log n) expected time.
Spira [Spi73] initiated the study of the expected running time of SSSP and APSP algo-
rithms in a much more general probabilistic model, now referred to as the end-point indepen-
dent model. The input graph in this model is a complete directed graph on n vertices. Each
vertex v has a (deterministic or stochastic) process that generates n − 1 non-negative edge
weights. These edge weights are randomly permuted and assigned to the outgoing edges of v.
The process associated with each vertex is arbitrary ; different vertices may have different
processes. Spira [Spi73] gave an APSP algorithm whose expected running time in this model
is O(n2 log2 n). Spira’s algorithm first applies the sorting preprocessing step described above
and then solves each SSSP problem in O(n log2 n) expected time.
Spira’s result was improved by several authors. Takaoka and Moffat [TM80] improved
the running time to O(n2 log n log log n). Bloniarz [Blo83] improved it to O(n2 log n log∗ n).
Finally, Moffat and Takaoka [MT87] and Mehlhorn and Priebe [MP97] (see also recent simpli-
fications by Takaoka and Hashim [TH10, Tak13]) improved the running time to O(n2 log n).
All these algorithms, like Dijkstra’s and Spira’s algorithm use only the outgoing adjacency
lists of the graph. They all start by sorting the outgoing adjacency lists and then running
an SSSP algorithm from each vertex. The fastest algorithms above solve each SSSP problem
in O(n logn) expected time. Mehlhorn and Priebe [MP97] showed that for the endpoint
independent model, Ω(n logn) expected time is best possible for algorithms that can only
access the (sorted) outgoing adjacency lists of the graph.
Peres et al. [PSSZ13] recently revisited the more basic Kn(Exp(1)) model, in which
edge weights are independent exponential random variables. They showed that Demetrescu
and Italiano’s dynamic APSP algorithm [DI04, DI06], when used with bucket-based priority
queues, has expected running time O(n2), which is clearly optimal. They also showed that
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the running time is O(n2) except with probability O(n−1/26) [PSSZ13]. This algorithm is
markedly different from all algorithms mentioned above as it does not sort the edge weights
and then solve an SSSP problem from each vertex. Rather, it finds all distances in the graph
“simultaneously”.
1.3 A new SSSP algorithm
Can the SSSP problem be solved in O(n) time, assuming that the edge weights are inde-
pendent exponential random variables and that the adjacency lists of the graph are given
in sorted order? Adapting the argument of Mehlhorn and Priebe [MP97] we show that any
SSSP algorithm that can only access the (sorted) outgoing adjacency lists of the input graph,
which is assumed to be drawn from the directed graph Kn(Exp(1)), must examine Ω(n log n)
edges, with high probability. As it is not clear how incoming adjacency lists could be used
to speed up SSSP algorithms, this seems to give a negative answer to the question.
Surprisingly, we show however that the SSSP problem on Kn(Exp(1)) can be solved
in O(n) time, with very high probability, beating the above Ω(n log n) lower bound, by a
forward-backward algorithm that uses both the outgoing and incoming (sorted) adjacency
lists of the input graph. (If the graph is undirected, then of course it suffices to examine
just the outgoing adjacency lists.) To the best of our knowledge, incoming adjacency lists
were never used before by SSSP algorithms. Although we only analyze our new algorithm
in an ideal probabilistic model, we believe that suitable variants of the new algorithm may
be used to speed up SSSP computations in more realistic settings.
We develop the new O(n) time SSSP algorithm in two steps. In the first step, which is
by far the more challenging step, and where most of the novelty in this paper lies, we devise
and analyze an SSSP algorithm that scans (or examines) only O(n) edges of the graph,
with very high probability. On average, the algorithm examines a constant number of edges
incident to each vertex. As explained, it is crucial here that the algorithm is allowed to
examine both the outgoing and incoming adjacency lists of each vertex. In the second, and
more standard step, we show that the algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n) time.
On average, the algorithm is only allowed to perform a constant number of operations per
edge examined. As essentially all Dijkstra-like SSSP algorithms, our new algorithm uses
a priority-queue data structure. To get an O(n)-time implementation we need to perform
priority-queue operations in O(1) expected amortized cost. We show that this is possible in
our setting using relatively simple bucket-based priority queues.
1.4 A new APSP algorithm
One setting in which the sortedness assumption of the adjacency lists may be justified is that
of solving the APSP problem. In the APSP setting, we can afford to spend O(n2) time on
bucket-sorting the adjacency lists. We can then solve an SSSP problem from each vertex of
the graph in O(n) time, getting an O(n2)-time algorithm for solving the APSP problem on
Kn(Exp(1)). This matches the recent result of Peres et al. [PSSZ13]. The new O(n2)-time
APSP algorithm is very different from the algorithm of Peres et al. [PSSZ13], which does not
simply run an SSSP algorithm from each vertex. Furthermore, while the APSP algorithm of
[PSSZ13] runs in O(n2) expected time, it was only shown in [PSSZ13] that the probability
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that it requires more than O(n2) time is O(n−1/26). We show here, on the other hand, that
the probability that our new algorithm requires more than O(n2)-time is exponentially small,
specifically it is at most exp(−Θ(n/ logn)).
1.5 On the probabilistic model
For simplicity and concreteness, we stated all our results in the Kn(Exp(1)) probabilistic
model. Exponential edge weights are convenient to work with due to their memoryless
property. However, the assumption that edge weights are drawn from an exponential distri-
bution can be greatly relaxed. It has long been known (see, e.g., [HZ85] and the discussion
in [PSSZ13]) that results obtained for the exponential distribution apply to most continuous
non-negative distributions with a positive density at 0. In particular, as discussed in Sec-
tion 6, all our results apply immediately also to the uniform distribution on [0, 1] (except
that exponential tail bounds are not as tight). We go here one step further and show that
our results also apply when edge weights are powers of exponential random variables, i.e.,
when they are of the form Exp(1)s, where 0 < s ≤ 1. (We conjecture that the same is true
also when s > 1.) Thus, our probabilistic model is not as specialized as may seem at first
sight.
1.6 Related results
Bidirectional algorithms, which perform a forward search from a source vertex and a back-
ward search from a target vertex, can be used to efficiently find a shortest path between
a given pair of vertices (see, e.g., Nicholson [Nic66] and Pohl [Poh71]). Luby and Ragde
[LR89] used such a bidirectional algorithm to show that a shortest path from a given source
to a given target in Kn(Exp(1)) can be found in O(
√
n log n) expected time. (They again
assume, of course, that the adjacency lists are given in sorted order.) However, the bidirec-
tional search technique does not seem to be applicable for the SSSP problem where distances
to all vertices are sought. (Where do we start the backward search from?) Our new forward-
backward algorithm is not bidirectional. It is a Dijkstra-like unidirectional algorithm that
uses some backward scans.
Meyer [Mey03], Hagerup [Hag06] and Goldberg [Gol08] obtained SSSP algorithms with
an expected running time of O(m). The m-edge directed input graph may be arbitrary
but its edge weights are assumed to be chosen at random from a common non-negative
probability distribution. When the edge weights are independent, the running time of these
algorithms is O(m) with high probability. Our result differs considerably from these results.
Our algorithm runs in O(n) time, which is o(m), on a complete graph with m = Ω(n2) edges.
1.7 Organization of paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly review the
classical algorithms of Dijkstra and Spira which form the basis of our new algorithms. We
also discuss several related algorithms. Before presenting our improved algorithm for finding
shortest paths, we present in Section 3 an improved algorithm for verifying that a given
tree is indeed a tree of shortest paths. This helps us explain the ideas behind the improved
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algorithm for finding shortest paths in the simplest possible setting. In Section 4 we then
present our improved forward-backward shortest paths algorithm. The probabilistic analysis
of the new algorithm is given in Section 5 when the edge costs are exponential random
variables, and in Section 6 for the uniform and other distributions which have positive finite
density at 0. In Section 7 we extend the analysis to the case in which edge weights are
powers of exponential variables, also known as Weibull random variables. For the all-pairs
shortest paths problem, we show in Section 8 that the sorting of edge costs to build the sorted
adjacency lists can be done in Θ(n2) time, except with probability exponentially small in
Θ(n2). In Section 9 we describe an efficient bucket-based implementation of the priority
queues used by our new algorithm. In Section 10 we give the lower bound for forward-only
algorithms. We end in Section 11 with some concluding remarks and open problems.
2 The algorithms of Dijkstra and Spira
In this section we review the classical SSSP algorithms of Dijkstra and Spira and set the stage
for the description of our new SSSP algorithm. We also mention some related algorithms.
2.1 Dijkstra’s algorithm
We start with a brief review Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59] for finding a tree of shortest paths
from a given source vertex s in a directed graph G = (V,E) with a non-negative weight (or
cost) function c : E → R+ defined on its edges.
Dijkstra’s algorithm maintains for each vertex v a tentative distance d[v], which is the
length of the shortest path from s to v discovered so far. Initially d[s] = 0 while d[v] = ∞
for every v 6= s. It also maintains a set S ⊆ V which contains vertices whose distance from s
was already found. Initially S = ∅. Finally, it also maintains a priority queue P that holds
all vertices in V \ S whose tentative distance is finite. The key of each vertex in P is its
tentative distance. The algorithm starts by inserting s into P .
In each iteration, Dijkstra’s algorithm removes from P a vertex u with a smallest tentative
distance. The tentative distance d[u] of u is then guaranteed to be the distance from s to u
in the graph, so u is added to S. In addition to that, all outgoing edges of u are relaxed, i.e.,
for each outgoing edge (u, v) ∈ E, the algorithm checks whether d[u] + c[u, v] < d[v]. If so,
then a shorter path to v was found and the tentative distance of v is changed to d[u]+c[u, v].
If v is not already in P , it is inserted into P , with key d[v]. If v is already in P , then its key
is decreased to d[v].
Dijkstra’s algorithm examines each edge of the graph at most once. It inserts at most n
vertices into the priority queue P , and performs at most m decrease-key operations and at
most n extract-min operations, where n = |V | and m = |E|. With suitable data structures
the running time of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(m+ n logn) time.
2.2 Spira’s algorithm
Spira’s algorithm [Spi73] attempts to improve on Dijkstra’s algorithm when the outgoing
edges of each vertex u in the graph are given in non-decreasing order of weight. In such a
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setting, a tree of shortest paths may potentially be found without scanning all the edges of
the graph.
When Dijkstra’s algorithm finds the distance to a vertex u, i.e., when u is removed from
the priority queue P , it immediately scans (and relaxes) all its outgoing edges. Spira’s
algorithm adopts a lazier approach. It scans the outgoing edges of u one by one. The
algorithm scans an outgoing edge (u, v) only after it finds all vertices whose distance from s
is smaller than d[u] + c[u, v′], where (u, v′) is the edge preceding (u, v) in the adjacency list
of u. To achieve that, the priority queue P used by Spira’s algorithm holds edges rather
than vertices. The key of an edge (u, v) in P is d[u] + c[u, v]. Also, if (u, v) is in P then d[u]
is already set to the correct distance from s to u.
Spira’s algorithm again maintains a set S ⊆ V that contains all vertices whose distance
from s was already determined. Initially S = {s}. If v ∈ S, then d[v] is the distance from s
to v. If v 6= S, then d[v] = ∞. If v ∈ S \ {s}, then (p[v], v) is the last edge on a path of
length d[v] from s to v. Initially d[s] = 0 while d[v] = ∞ for every v 6= s, and p[v] = nil,
for every v ∈ V .
Spira’s algorithm starts by scanning the first outgoing edge (s, v) of s and inserting it into
the priority queue P with key d[s] + c[s, v] = c[s, v]. In each iteration the algorithm extracts
an edge (u, v) with the smallest key d[u] + c[u, v] from P . If (u, v) is not the last outgoing
edge of u, then the edge (u, v′) that follows it in the adjacency list of u is inserted into P
with key d[u] + c[u, v′]. Now, if v /∈ S, then d[u] + c[u, v], the key of (u, v), is guaranteed to
be the distance to v. Thus, d[v] is set to d[u] + c[u, v], p[v] is set to u, v is added to S, and
the first outgoing edge (v, w) of v, if there is one, is scanned and inserted into P .
Note that Spira’s algorithm inserts an edge (u, v) into P even if v ∈ S or if P already
contains and edge (u′, v) with d[u′]+c[u′, v] < d[u]+c[u, v]. When (u, v) is extracted from P ,
the algorithm knows that it is time to scan the next outgoing edge of u.
Pseudo-code of Spira’s algorithm is given in Figure 1. We discuss it in some detail as
most of this code is reused by our improved algorithm. Each vertex u ∈ V has an adjacency
list Out[u] of its outgoing edges, sorted in non-decreasing order of weight. Although we
view Out[u] as a list of edges, each element in Out[u] is a vertex, the other endpoint of
the edge that leaves u. Each list Out[u] has a pointer used to sequentially access its edges.
reset(Out[u]) makes this pointer point to the first edge of the list, if the list is non-empty.
next(Out[u]) returns the edge currently pointed to and advances the pointer to the next
edge in the list, or past the end of the list. If the list is empty, or the pointer is past the end
of the list, then next(Out[u]) returns nil.
The implementation of Spira’s algorithm uses a function forward(u) that finds the next
outgoing edge of u and inserts it, if it exists, into P with key d[u]+c[u, v]. The next outgoing
edge is found by calling next(Out[u]).
Spira [Spi73] analyzed his algorithm in the end-point independent model mentioned in
Section 1.2. Note that Kn(Exp(1)) is clearly an end-point independent model.
Theorem 2.1 ([Spi73]). Spira’s algorithm correctly computes a tree of shortest paths from s
in the input graph G = (V,E). The expected number of edges scanned by the algorithm, when
edge weights are generated using an end-point independent process, is at most (1+o(1))n logn.
Proof. The correctness proof is a simple modification of the correctness proof of Dijkstra’s
algorithm: Whenever an edge (u, v) is extracted from the priority queue, unless v ∈ S
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Algorithm Spira(G = (V,Out, c), s)
S ← {s} ; P ← ∅
foreach v ∈ V do
d[v]←∞
p[v]← nil
reset(Out[v])
d[s]← 0
forward(s)
while S 6= V and P 6= ∅ do
(u, v)← extract-min(P )
forward(u)
if v /∈ S then
// New distance found
d[v]← d[u] + c[u, v]
p[v]← u
S ← S ∪ {v}
forward(v)
Function forward(u)
v ← next(Out[u])
if v 6= nil then
insert(P, (u, v), d[u] + c[u, v])
Figure 1: Spira’s algorithm. forward(u) scans the next outgoing edge of u.
already, there is no cheaper path to v.
We next bound the expected number of edges examined by the algorithm when the edge
weights are generated by an end-point independent process. We say that the algorithm is in
stage k when |S| = k. When an edge (u, v) is extracted from P in stage k, the probability
that v /∈ S is at least (n − k)/n. (More precisely, if (u, v) is the i-th outgoing edge of u,
then this probability is (n − k)/(n − i).) Thus, the expected number of edges extracted in
stage k is at most n/(n−k), and the expected number of edges extracted during all stages is
at most
∑n−1
k=1 n/(n− k) = (1+ o(1))n logn. Since the priority queue never has more than n
edges in it, the expected number of edge insertions is also at most (1 + o(1))n logn.
It is not difficult to show, using a slightly more careful analysis, that the expected number
of edges scanned by Spira’s algorithm, when run on Kn(Exp(1)), is (1 + o(1))n logn. A
(1 + o(1))n logn lower bound also follows from Theorem 10.3 below.
2.3 Related algorithms
The expected number of edges scanned by Spira’s algorithm in the end-point independent
model is O(n logn). However, each scanned edge is inserted into the priority queue P ,
and essentially all scanned edges are eventually extracted from P . Is it possible to lower
the number of priority queue operations without substantially increasing the number of
edges scanned? This is especially interesting if a comparison-based data structure is used to
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implement P , as the time to extract an edge with the smallest key from P is then O(logn)
and the total running time of the algorithm becomes O(n log2 n).
Dantzig [Dan60], preceding Spira [Spi73] by 13 years, suggested an algorithm that is simi-
lar to Spira’s algorithm, with one crucial difference. When an edge (u, v) is extracted from P ,
Spira’s algorithm scans the next outgoing edge (u, v′) of u and inserts it into P even if v′ ∈ S
or P already contains an edge (u′, v′) with d[u′]+c[u′, v′] ≤ d[u]+c[u, v′]. Dantzig’s algorithm,
on the other hand, starts relaxing the next outgoing edges (u, v1), (u, v2), . . . , (u, vk) of u until
it either finds an improving edge (u, vk), i.e., an edge satisfying d[u]+c[u, vk] < d[vk], or until
it exhausts all outgoing edges of u. If an improving edge (u, vk) is found, then d[vk] is set
to d[u] + c[u, vk], and only this edge (u, vk) is inserted into P . Dantzig’s algorithm reduces
the number of priority queue operations, but greatly increases the number of edges scanned.
The expected number of edges scanned and relaxed by Dantzig’s algorithm, when applied
to Kn(Exp(1)) with sorted outgoing adjacency lists, is Θ(n2).
Bloniarz [Blo83] obtained a variant of Spira’s algorithm that, in the end-point indepen-
dent model, scans an expected number of O(n logn) edges and performs an expected number
of only O(n log∗ n) priority queue operations. Bloniarz’s algorithm uses Dantzig’s approach
in a very controlled manner. When an edge (u, v) is extracted from P , the algorithm relaxes
the next outgoing edges of u until either an improving edge (u, v′), i.e., d[u] + c[u, v′] < d[v′],
is found, or until log n outgoing edges are scanned. If no improving edge is found after
scanning logn edges, the last edge scanned is inserted into P even if it is not improving.
Moffat and Takaoka [MT87] and Mehlhorn and Priebe [MP97] (see also Takaoka and
Hashim [TH10, Tak13]) obtained further refinements of Bloniarz’s algorithm. Their algo-
rithms perform, on average, only O(n) extract-min operations, while still scanning only
O(n logn) edges, yielding comparison-based algorithms with an expected running time of
O(n logn).
3 Verifying shortest paths trees
Before considering the problem of finding a shortest paths tree (SPT), let us consider the
easier problem of verifying that a given tree is indeed a SPT. This will allow us to present the
intuition behind the new shortest paths algorithm and explain why the backward scanning
of edges is essential for its improved efficiency.
A verification algorithm is an algorithm that receives a weighted directed graph G =
(V,E, c), where c : E → R+, and a directed spanning tree T of G rooted at a source
vertex s. The algorithm should check whether T is a SPT of G with source s. The verification
algorithm is not allowed to err.
We assume that each vertex u has an adjacency list Out[u] containing the outgoing edges
of u and an adjacency list In[u] containing the incoming edges of u. Furthermore, we assume
that the edges appear in these adjacency lists in non-decreasing order of weight. The tree T
is specified using an array p of parent pointers. If s is the root of the tree, then p[s] = nil.
If u 6= s, then p[u] 6= nil and (p[u], u) is the last edge in the path from s to u within T .
Given a tree T with root s, let d[u] denote the length of the path from s to u within
the tree. We have d[s] = 0, and d[u] = d[p[u]] + c[p[u], u], for every u 6= s, where c[u, v] is
the weight of an edge (u, v). These formulas lead to an O(n)-time recursive procedure for
computing the array d from the array p. By capping the recursion at depth n, we can detect
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any cycles that might exist in the graph defined by p, and thereby verify that the array p
specifies a valid tree.
A tree T is a SPT if and only if d[u] + c[u, v] ≥ d[v], or equivalently c[u, v] ≥ d[v]− d[u],
for every (u, v) ∈ E.
3.1 A forward-only verification algorithm
Let D = max{d[u] : u ∈ V } be the maximal distance in T . The most obvious verification
algorithm simply scans the outgoing adjacency list of each vertex u, verifying the condition
c[u, v] ≥ d[v] − d[u], until it either exhausts the adjacency list of u, or encounters an edge
(u, v) for which c[u, v] ≥ D − d[u]. If (u, v′) appears after (u, v) in Out[u], then c[u, v′] ≥
c[u, v] ≥ D − d[u] ≥ d[v′] − d[u], so (u, v′) satisfies the required condition. We refer to this
algorithm as the forward-only verification algorithm.
It is not difficult to verify that the edges examined by this forward-only verification
algorithm, when the given tree T is indeed a tree of shortest paths, are exactly the edges
that Spira’s algorithm inserts into its priority queue, though not necessarily in the same
order. As an immediate corollary of the discussion following Theorem 2.1, we thus get:
Theorem 3.1. The expected number of edges examined by the above forward-only verification
algorithm, when run on a SPT of Kn(Exp(1)), is (1 + o(1))n logn.
In Theorem 10.3 we show that any verification algorithm that only uses the outgoing
adjacency lists must inspect an expected number of at least (1 + o(1))n logn edges when
applied to Kn(Exp(1)). A similar result, for a different randomly weighted graph, was
obtained by Mehlhorn and Priebe [MP97].
3.2 A forward-backward verification algorithm
We next show that by using the incoming adjacency lists as well as the outgoing adjacency
lists we can obtain a verification algorithm that runs in O(n) time, with high probability,
when given a SPT of Kn(Exp(1)). The forward-backward verification algorithm is based on
the notion of pertinent edges.
Definition 3.2 (Pertinent edges). An edge (u, v) ∈ E is said to be out-pertinent, with
respect to a given source vertex s and threshold M , if and only if
c[u, v] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]) .
Edge (u, v) is said to be in-pertinent if and only if
c[u, v] < 2 (d[v]−M) .
(Note that the first inequality is ≤ while the second is <.) An edge is said to be pertinent if
it is either out-pertinent or in-pertinent. We let Eoutper denote the set of out-pertinent edges,
Einper denote the set of in-pertinent edges, and Eper = E
out
per ∪ Einper denote the set of pertinent
edges.
Remark 3.3. For any weighted graph and any M , every edge in the shortest path tree is
either out-pertinent or in-pertinent, and no edge is both.
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The forward-backward verification algorithm sets the threshold M to be the median
distance of the vertices from the source, and then checks the condition c[u, v] ≥ d[v]− d[u]
for all pertinent edges, ignoring all other edges. The median distance M can be computed
in linear time [Hoa61, BPT+73]. For every vertex u for which d[u] ≤M , the algorithm then
checks all outgoing edges of u of weight at most 2 (M − d[u]). This is the forward scan.
For every vertex v for which d[v] ≥ M , it then checks all incoming edges of v of weight less
than 2 (d[v]−M). This is the backward scan. If all conditions are satisfied, the verification
algorithm accepts T . The correctness of the algorithm follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. If c[u, v] ≥ d[v]− d[u] for every pertinent edge (u, v), then c[u, v] ≥ d[v]− d[u]
for every (u, v) ∈ E.
Proof. If (u, v) /∈ Eper, then c[u, v] > 2 (M − d[u]) and c[u, v] ≥ 2 (M − d[v]). Thus,
c[u, v] >
1
2
(
2 (M − d[u]) + 2 (d[v]−M)
)
= d[v]− d[u] ,
as required.
The verification algorithm is correct with any choice of M . Letting M be the median
distance minimizes the running time in many interesting cases. For Kn(Exp(1)) we show in
Section 5 that the number of pertinent edges with respect to the median distance is Θ(n)
both in expectation and with high probability.
As a consequence, we get:
Theorem 3.5. The running time of the forward-backward verification algorithm, when run
on Kn(Exp(1)) with sorted adjacency lists, is Θ(n), with very high probability. The proba-
bility that the running time exceeds Θ(n+∆) decays exponentially in ∆.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.3 which we prove in Section 5.
Remark 3.6. For the purposes of verifying a SPT, it suffices to check the edges (u, v) for
which (u, v) is in the tree, or c[u, v] < 2 (M − d[u]), or c[u, v] < 2 (d[v] − M). However,
for the purposes of finding the SPT, our algorithm will also look at edges for which c[u, v] =
2 (M − d[u]), and up to n additional edges.
4 The forward-backward shortest paths algorithm
Our goal in this section is to develop a single-source shortest paths algorithm that matches
the performance of the forward-backward verification algorithm of the previous section. To
achieve that, a majority of the edges examined by the algorithm must be pertinent. Recall
that an edge (u, v) is out-pertinent if c[u, v] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]), and in-pertinent if c[u, v] <
2 (d[v]−M). The obvious difficulty is that this definition uses the distances d[u] and d[v],
and the median distance M , which are the quantities we want to compute. Furthermore, we
must rule out almost all non-pertinent edges without even looking at them.
The new algorithm is composed of two stages. In the first stage the algorithm finds
distances to the closest ⌈n/2⌉ vertices, and hence also the median distance M . In its first
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Algorithm sssp(G = (V, In, Out, c), s)
S ← {s} ; M ←∞ ; n← |V |
P ← ∅ ; Q← ∅
foreach v ∈ V do
d[v]←∞ ; p[v]← nil
out[v]← true ; Req[v]← ∅
reset(Out[v]) ; reset(Req[v])
reset(In[v])
d[s]← 0
forward(s)
while S 6= V and P 6= ∅ do
(u, v)← extract-min(P )
forward(u)
if v /∈ S then
// New distance found
d[v]← d[u] + c[u, v]
p[v]← u
S ← S ∪ {v}
forward(v)
if |S| = ⌈n/2⌉ then
M ← d[v]
foreach w /∈ S do
backward(w)
// Find more in-pertinent edges
while Q 6= ∅ and
min(Q) < 2 (min(P )−M) do
(u, v)← extract-min(Q)
if v /∈ S then
backward(v)
request(u, v)
Function forward(u)
if out[u] then
// find next out-pertinent edge
v ← next(Out[u])
if v = nil or
c[u, v] > 2 (M−d[u]) then
out[u]← false
if not out[u] then
// find next in-pertinent edge
v ← next(Req[u])
active[u]← v 6= nil
if active[u] then
insert(P, (u, v), d[u] + c[u, v])
Function backward(v)
u← next(In[v])
if u 6= nil then
insert(Q, (u, v), c[u, v])
Function request(u, v)
append(Req[u], v)
if u ∈ S and not active[u] then
// urgent request
forward(u)
Figure 2: The new forward-backward SSSP algorithm. The inner while loop is only executed
when |S| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉. forward(u) scans the next outgoing edge of u, and backward(v) scans
the next incoming edge of v. request(u, v) requests a forward scan of edge (u, v).
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stage, the algorithm behaves exactly like Spira’s algorithm described in Section 2.2. It is not
difficult to check that all edges extracted from priority queue P during the first stage are
out-pertinent. The at most ⌈n/2⌉ edges residing in P at the end of first iteration may not
be pertinent. All edges inserted into P in the second stage would again be pertinent.
The second stage of the algorithm finds the distances to the remaining ⌊n/2⌋ vertices.
(We assume here, for simplicity, that all vertices in the graph are reachable from s.) In its
second stage, the algorithm mimics the behavior of Spira’s algorithm on the graph obtained
by removing all non-pertinent edges. The algorithm is correct as we know that non-pertinent
edges do not participate in shortest paths. The challenge, of course, is to do it while ex-
amining only O(n) non-pertinent edges. Out-pertinent edges are relatively easy to identify,
as they appear in the beginning of the sorted outgoing adjacency lists of the vertices. To
quickly identify in-pertinent edges, we also need the sorted incoming adjacency lists.
During the second stage, we already know M , the median distance. An edge (u, v) is
scanned forward only after the distance d[u] to u is found. Thus, we can easily check whether
(u, v) is out-pertinent. If it is not, then all edges following (u, v) in Out[u], the outgoing
adjacency list of u, are also not out-pertinent. We thus stop scanning Out[u]. However, u
may still have outgoing edges that are in-pertinent, and it is essential that we scan them, in
the correct order.
Suppose that (u′, v′) is the last edge extracted so far from P . Let K = key[u′, v′] =
d[u′] + c[u′, v′]. As distances are found in non-decreasing order, for every v /∈ S we have
d[v] ≥ K. Thus, if v /∈ S, then all incoming edges of v of weight less than 2 (K −M) are
in-pertinent. As In[v], the incoming adjacency list of v, is sorted, we can easily access these
edges. When a new in-pertinent edge (u, v) is discovered, we cannot immediately scan in
the forward direction as u may have cheaper outgoing pertinent edges that were not scanned
yet, or more seriously, a shortest path to u may not have been found yet, so outgoing edges
of u cannot be scanned yet. When a new in-pertinent edge (u, v) is discovered, we simply
request u to forward scan it at the appropriate time in the future. For every vertex u we
maintain a list Req[u] that contains the requested outgoing edges of u. When a new in-
pertinent edge (u, v) is found, it is appended to Req[u]. Edges in Req[u] again appear in
non-decreasing order of weight. If u had exhausted all its outgoing pertinent edges when
a new in-pertinent edge (u, v) is discovered, the request (u, v) is considered to be urgent,
and (u, v) is immediately scanned and added to P .
To make sure that in-pertinent edges are discovered in non-decreasing order of weight,
and that the lists Req[u] are sorted, the new algorithm uses a second priority queue Q. Each
vertex v /∈ S sends its first incoming edge, which is not yet known to be in-pertinent, to Q.
The key of each edge (u, v) in Q is simply its weight c[u, v]. Each iteration of the second
stage of the algorithm ends with a loop in which edges of minimum weight are extracted
from Q. Each extracted edge is guaranteed to be in-pertinent. When an edge (u, v) is
extracted from Q, it is immediately replaced by the edge (u′, v) following (u, v) in In[v], if
such an edge exists. We refer to this as a backward scan of the edge (u′, v).
Let uk be the last vertex added to S, i.e., the vertex with the largest distance found
so far. Let uk+1 be the next vertex to be discovered, i.e., the vertex with the next highest
distance from s (which might be the same distance as uk). It was mentioned above that if K
is the key of the last edge extracted from P , then every edge (u, v) satisfying v /∈ S and
c[u, v] < 2 (K−M) is in-pertinent. Note that d[uk] ≤ K ≤ d[uk+1]. In fact, the same claim is
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true if K is replaced by d[uk+1]. The problem, of course, is that uk+1 and d[uk+1] are not yet
known to the algorithm. Unfortunately, if we only rely on the condition c[u, v] < 2 (K−M),
the algorithm may fail to realize that the last edge (u, uk+1) on the shortest path to uk+1 is
in-pertinent, and thus fail to correctly identify uk+1. Instead of using the condition c[u, v] <
2 (K − M), the algorithm therefore uses the condition c[u, v] < 2 (min(P ) − M), where
min(P ) is the minimal key in P . Proving that using this condition allows the algorithm to
correctly identify uk+1, and that all edges satisfying the condition are in-pertinent, is one of
the subtler points in the correctness proof of the algorithm. (Note that min(P ), which may
change as a result of urgent requests, is used here as an “estimate” of d[uk+1], even though
min(P ) is sometimes larger than d[uk+1].)
To summarize, the new algorithm mimics the behavior of Spira’s algorithm on the sub-
graph defined by pertinent edges. It does so while examining only O(n) edges of the original
graph that are not pertinent. (This is not a probabilistic statement. It holds for any in-
put graph.) The algorithm is composed of two stages. In its first stage, which lasts until
distances to the first ⌈n/2⌉ vertices are found, the algorithm behaves exactly like Spira’s
algorithm. Essentially all edges scanned by the algorithm in the first stage are guaranteed to
be out-pertinent. In its second stage, the algorithm explicitly checks the pertinence condi-
tions. It stops scanning outgoing adjacency lists when non out-pertinent edges are reached.
To identify in-pertinent edges, the algorithm performs backward scans from vertices whose
distance from s was not found yet. These backward scans make sure that in-pertinent edges
are available in time for forward scans in subsequent iterations of the algorithm.
A full description of the algorithm is given in Section 4.1. We prove its correctness in
Section 4.2, and analyze its performance in Section 4.3.
4.1 Description of the algorithm
The input to the algorithm is a weighted directed graph G = (V,E, c), where c : E → R+,
and a source s ∈ V . Each vertex u ∈ V has a list Out[u] of its outgoing edges and a list In[u]
of its incoming edges of u. Both lists are sorted in non-decreasing order of cost. Although we
view Out[u] and In[u] as list of edges, each element in them is a vertex, the other endpoint
of the edge that leaves or enters u. Every vertex u ∈ V also has a second list Req[u] of
outgoing edges. Initially this list is empty. Req[u] contains edges whose scan was specifically
requested, as explained above. All requested edges are in-pertinent.
Each such In, Out or Req adjacency list L has a pointer used to sequentially access its
edges. reset(L) makes this pointer point to the first edge of the list, if the list is non-empty.
next(L) returns the edge currently pointed to and advances the pointer to the next edge in
the list, or past the end of the list. If the list is empty, or the pointer is past the end of the
list, then next(L) returns nil. If an edge is appended to L when the pointer is past the end
of the list, the pointer is set to point to the newly added edge.
For each vertex u, the algorithm maintains a bit out[u] which is set if Out[u] may still
contain unscanned out-pertinent edges. Initially out[u] is set to true. When the next
pertinent outgoing edge of u is sought, and out[u] is set, the algorithm looks at the next
available edge from Out[u]. If this edge is out-pertinent, it is used. If it is not out-pertinent,
then out[u] is set to false. When out[u] is false, the next edge from Req[u], if there is one,
is used; it is guaranteed to be in-pertinent.
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The algorithm maintains a set S ⊆ V that contains all the vertices v whose distance
from s was already found. Initially S = {s}. If v ∈ S, then d[v] is the distance from s to v
in the graph. If v ∈ S \ {s}, then (p[v], v) is the last edge on a shortest path from s to v in
the graph. If v /∈ S, then d[v] =∞ and p[v] = nil. We also have p[s] = nil. The algorithm
also maintains the size of the set S. (There is actually no need to explicitly maintain S. The
condition v ∈ S, used below, can be replaced by the condition d[v] <∞, and the condition
S 6= V can be replaced by |S| 6= |V |. However, it is useful to refer to the set S by name.)
The algorithm maintains two priority queues P and Q. The first priority queue P is
analogous to the priority queue used by Spira’s algorithm. The second priority queue Q is
used to identify in-pertinent edges as explained above. At any stage during the operation of
the algorithm, each vertex u has at most one outgoing edge (u, v) in P . Essentially all these
edges are pertinent. Similarly, each vertex v has at most one incoming edge (u, v) in Q.
When (u, v) is inserted into Q we have v /∈ S. However, v may be added to S before (u, v)
is extracted from Q. All edges extracted from Q are in-pertinent edges.
Pseudo-code of the new forward-backward single-source shortest paths algorithm is given
in Figure 2. It starts with straightforward initializations. In particular, M is initialized
to ∞. The algorithm uses a function forward(u) that finds the next pertinent outgoing
edge (u, v) of u, if there is one, and inserts it into P . In the first stage of the algorithm all
edges are assumed to be pertinent. The algorithm starts by calling forward(s) to insert the
first outgoing edge of s into P .
forward(u) works as follows. If out[u] is true, it uses next(Out[u]) to obtain the next
outgoing edge (u, v) from Out[u], if there is one. If (u, v) exists, it checks whether c[u, v] ≤
2 (M − d[u]). If the algorithm is still in its first stage, then M = ∞ and the condition is
automatically satisfied. If the algorithm is already in its second stage and the condition is
satisfied, then (u, v) is out-pertinent. If (u, v) does not exist, or fails the condition, then
out[u] is set to false, as Out[u] does not contain additional out-pertinent edges. If out[u]
is false, forward(u) uses next(Req[u]) to obtain the next edge (u, v) from Req[u]. If an
appropriate edge (u, v) is found, from either Out[u] or Req[u], then u is said to be active,
active[u] is set to true, and (u, v) is inserted into P . If no next edge (u, v) is found, then u
is said to be inactive, and active[u] is set to false.
The operation of algorithm is composed of iterations. Each iteration starts by extracting
an edge (u, v) of minimum key from P and by calling forward(u) to scan the next outgoing
edge of u, if any, and add it to P . If v /∈ S, then, as we shall see, d[u]+ c[u, v] is the distance
from s to v, so d[v] is set to d[u]+c[u, v], p[v] is set to u, v is added to S and its first outgoing
edge is scanned by calling forward(v). This is all that is done in an iteration during the
first stage of the algorithm, i.e., until the ⌈n/2⌉-th vertex is added to S. The behavior of the
algorithm in the first stage is thus identical to the behavior of Spira’s algorithm. If v is the
⌈n/2⌉-th vertex is added to S, then M is set to d[v], which is the median distance, and the
algorithm enters its second stage which lasts until distances to all vertices reachable from s
are found.
The second stage starts by backward scanning the first incoming edge of each vertex which
is not yet in S and inserting it into the priority queue Q. Backward scans are performed
using backward(v).
Each iteration during the second stage of the algorithm ends with the execution of an
inner while loops that identifies new in-pertinent edges. While Q 6= ∅ and min(Q) <
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2 (min(P ) − M), an edge (u, v) of minimum weight is extracted from Q. If v /∈ S, then
the next incoming edge of v is scanned and inserted into Q by calling backward(v). The
forward scan of (u, v), which is guaranteed to be in-pertinent, is then requested by calling
request(u, v). min(P ) and min(Q) in the condition above are the minimum keys of elements
contained in P and Q, respectively. (If P is empty, then min(P ) is taken to be ∞.) If the
request of an edge (u, v) is urgent, then this edge is immediately inserted into P , which may
decrease min(P ). The inner while loop is not executed during the first stage, as Q become
non-empty only at the end of the first stage.
Function request(u, v)
if c[u, v] > 2 (M−d[u]) then
append(Req[u], v)
if u ∈ S and not active[u] then
// urgent request
forward(u)
Figure 3: Alternate request function,
with test of non-out-pertinence.
Requesting an edge (u, v) is done by calling
request(u, v). We shall prove that every re-
quested edge is in-pertinent, and therefore not
out-pertinent. To simplify the correctness proof,
we assume at first that request(u, v) explicitly
checks that (u, v) is not out-pertinent, as shown
at right. We later prove that this test is unnec-
essary, as it is always satisfied. request(u, v)
appends (u, v) to Req[u]. If u ∈ S and active[u]
is false, then request is urgent, and forward(u)
is called immediately to scan (u, v).
4.2 Correctness of the algorithm
We begin with some technical lemmas that play a central role in the correctness proof. Let dv
be the distance from s to v in the input graph. Our goal is to show that when the algorithm
terminates, d[v] = dv, for every v ∈ V . The first (obvious) lemma claims that the algorithm
never underestimates distances.
Lemma 4.1. At any stage of the forward-backward algorithm, dv ≤ d[v], for every v ∈ V .
Proof. The claim obviously holds when d[s] is set to 0 and all other d[v]’s set to∞. Tentative
distances are then only updated by the command d[v] ← d[u] + c[u, v], where (u, v) ∈ E,
which clearly preserves the condition.
Let key[u, v] = d[u] + c[u, v] be the key of an edge (u, v) when it is inserted into P . (d[u]
does not change after that moment.) Parts (i) and (iv) of the second (technical) lemma claim
that P and Q are monotone priority queues, i.e., the keys of the successive edges extracted
from them are monotonically non-decreasing.
Lemma 4.2. For the forward-backward algorithm,
(i) If (u, v) is extracted from Q before (u′, v′), then c[u, v] ≤ c[u′, v′].
(ii) If (u, v) is inserted into Req[u] before (u, v′), then c[u, v] ≤ c[u, v′].
(iii) If (u, v) is inserted into P from Out[u] and (u, v′) is requested, then c[u, v] ≤ c[u, v′].
(iv) If (u, v) is inserted into P before (u, v′), then c[u, v] ≤ c[u, v′].
(v) If (u, v) is extracted from P before (u′, v′), then key[u, v] ≤ key[u′, v′].
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Proof. We prove the claims by induction on the number of steps performed by the algorithm.
(i). When an edge (u, v) is extracted from Q, at most one edge is added to Q in its
stead. This edge, if it exists, is the edge (u′, v) following (u, v) in In[v]. As In[v] is sorted,
we have c[u, v] ≤ c[u′, v]. The next edge (u′′, v′′) extracted from Q must therefore satisfy
c[u, v] ≤ c[u′′, v′′].
(ii). As edges are appended to Req[u] in the order in which they are extracted from Q,
claim (ii) follows immediately from (i).
(iii). Let (u, v1), (u, v2), . . . be the outgoing edges of u in the order in which they appear
in Out[u]. forward(u) uses edges from Out[u], until it either exhausts Out[u], or until it
reaches the first edge (u, vk+1) which fails the test c[u, vk+1] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]). We claim that
all edges (u, v1), . . . , (u, vk−1) satisfy c[u, vi] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]), for 1 ≤ i < k, where M is the
median distance. If (u, vk) is out-pertinent, the claim is clearly satisfied. If not, then (u, vk)
must have been inserted into P in the first phase (whenM =∞), as otherwise it would have
failed the test c[u, vk] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]). It follows that (u, v1), . . . , (u, vk−1) must have been
extracted from P during the first phase. Every edge (u, v) extracted from P during the first
phase satisfies d[u] + c[u, v] ≤M , and hence c[u, v] ≤M − d[u] ≤ 2 (M − d[u]), as claimed.
Edges are inserted into Req[u] only in the second phase of the algorithm when M is
already set. Every edge (u, v) inserted into Req[u] satisfies c[u, v] > 2 (M − d[u]). (We
assume, for now, that request(u, v) explicitly checks this condition as in Figure 3; we will
see in Remark 4.8 that this condition is always true.) It follows that every such edge cannot
be one of (u, v1), . . . , (u, vk−1). As (u, vk) is cheapest among all other edges of Out[u], it
follows that c[u, vk] ≤ c[u, v], as required. This establishes (iv). (We note that (u, vk) may
actually be inserted into P twice, once from Out[u] and once from Req[u]. It is, however,
the only edge for which this may happen. It is not difficult to modify the code so that this
would not happen, but there is no real need for that.)
(iv). outgoing edges of u are inserted into P by forward(u), which first uses edges
from Out[u], and then uses edges from Req[u]. As Out[u] and Req[u] are both sorted, (iv)
follows from (iii).
(v). The extraction of an edge (u, v) from P may cause the insertion of several edges
into P . To prove claim (v), it suffices to show that for every edge (u′, v′) inserted into P
after the extraction of (u, v) we have key[u, v] ≤ key[u′, v′]. This ensures that the next edge
(u′′, v′′) extracted from P satisfies key[u, v] ≤ key[u′′, v′′].
The first edge inserted into P after the removal of (u, v) is (u, v′), the next outgoing
or requested edge of u, if it exists. By (iv), we have c[u, v] ≤ c[u, v′] and thus key[u, v] ≤
key[u, v′].
The second edge that might be inserted into P is (v, w), the first outgoing or requested
edge of v, if (u, v) is the first extracted edge entering v. In this case we again have key[u, v] =
d[v] ≤ key[v, w].
Finally, more edges may be added to P as a result of urgent requests. Suppose that
(u′, v′) is added to P as a result of such an urgent request. We begin by showing that
c[u′, v′] ≥ 2 (key[u, v]−M). If the current iteration is the first iteration of the second phase,
then key[u, v] = M , and the claim is obvious. Suppose instead that the current iteration is
not the first iteration of the second phase. At the end of the previous iteration, the edge of
minimum key in P is (u, v), so each edge (u′′, v′′) for which c[u′′, v′′] < 2 (key[u, v]−M) is
requested before the previous iteration ends. As (u′, v′) is requested in the current iteration,
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it was not requested in the previous iteration, so c[u′, v′] ≥ 2 (key[u, v] −M), as claimed.
Also, (u′, v′) must be a non out-pertinent edge, thus c[u′, v′] > 2 (M − d[u′]). Combining
these two inequalities, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we get c[u′, v′] > key[u, v] − d[u′], or
equivalently key[u′, v′] > key[u, v].
We have thus shown that all edges (u′, v′) inserted into P after the extraction of (u, v)
satisfy key[u, v] ≤ key[u′, v′]. This establishes (v).
Lemma 4.3. If at some time u ∈ S and (u, v) is an out-pertinent or a requested edge that
has not been extracted from P , then at that time P must contain an edge (u, v′) (possibly
v′ = v) with c[u, v′] ≤ c[u, v].
Proof. When u is added to S, the first edge of Out[u] is added to P . When an edge of Out[u]
is extracted from P , it is immediately replaced by the edge following it in Out[u], unless the
algorithm is in its second phase and the following edge is not out-pertinent. As the edges in
Out[u] appear in sorted order, the claim holds if (u, v) is out-pertinent.
Suppose now that (u, v) is a requested edge which is not out-pertinent. If u is inactive at
the time (u, v) is requested, the request is urgent and (u, v) is immediately inserted into P .
If edge (u, v) has not been inserted into P , then there is some other edge (u, v′) in P . If
(u, v′) is a requested edge, it was requested earlier than (u, v), so by Lemma 4.2(ii) we have
c[u, v′] ≤ c[u, v]. If (u, v′) was not requested, by Lemma 4.2(iii) we have c[u, v′] ≤ c[u, v].
Lemma 4.4. When the forward-backward algorithm terminates, S is the set of vertices
reachable from the source.
Proof. Since forward is only invoked on vertices in S, by induction, priority queue P only
contains edges reachable from the source s, and S only contains vertices reachable from s.
If the algorithm stops with |S| < ⌈n/2⌉, then it stops with M = ∞, and since P = ∅, all
outgoing edges of each vertex in S have been explored, so S is the set of vertices reachable
from s. If the algorithm stops with ⌈n/2⌉ ≤ |S| < n, then it stops with P = ∅, so on the
previous iteration all incoming edges to vertices not in S were requested, but nonetheless
not enqueued in P . Any such edge (u, v) was not already in P , so it is not out-pertinent,
and since it was not enqueued, u /∈ S. In this case, again S is the set of vertices reachable
from s. The final case is that the algorithm stops with |S| = n, in which case trivially S
consists of the vertices reachable from s.
Lemma 4.5. When an edge (u, v) is extracted from priority queue P , all incoming in-
pertinent edges of v have already been requested.
Proof. If edge (w, v) is in-pertinent, then d[v] ≥ dv > M , so the iteration prior to the
extraction of edge (u, v) was in the second phase. At the time the previous iteration ended
min(P ) = d[u] + c[u, v], so at that time
c[w, v] < 2 (dv −M) ≤ 2 ((d[u] + c[u, v])−M) = 2 (min(P )−M),
so by the end of the previous iteration, edge (w, v) has been requested.
We are now ready for the proof of the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.6. The forward-backward single-source shortest paths algorithm correctly finds
a tree of shortest paths.
Proof. Let s = w0, w1, . . . , wk = v be a shortest path from the source s to a vertex v. We
prove by induction on k that d[wk] = dwk . As d[s] = ds = 0, the claim is true for k = 0.
Suppose k > 0 and that our induction hypothesis is true for k − 1. Since wk is reachable
from the source, by Lemma 4.4, it is adjoined to S at some iteration, and we let (u, wk)
denote the edge that is extracted from P during that iteration.
Suppose at first that wk−1 /∈ S when (u, wk) is extracted from P . Then by Lemma 4.2(v),
d[wk] ≤ d[wk−1] = dwk−1 = dwk − c[wk−1, wk],
which combined with Lemma 4.1 implies d[wk] = dwk (and c[wk−1, wk] = 0).
Suppose instead that wk−1 ∈ S when (u, wk) is extracted from P . Since (wk−1, wk)
is a shortest path edge, it is either out-pertinent or in-pertinent. If it is in-pertinent, by
Lemma 4.5 it was requested by the end of the previous iteration. In either case, by the end
of the previous iteration, edge (wk−1, wk) is an out-pertinent or requested edge that has not
been extracted from P , and wk−1 ∈ S. By Lemma 4.3, there must be some edge (wk−1, x)
in queue P for which
key[wk−1, x] = d[wk−1] + c[wk−1, x] ≤ d[wk−1] + c[wk−1, wk]
= dwk−1 + c[wk−1, wk] = dwk
≤ d[u] + c[u, wk] = key[u, wk] = d[wk].
Since it was edge (u, wk) that was extracted from P , key[u, wk] ≤ key[wk−1, x], so the
inequalities ≤ are actually equalities, and d[wk] = dwk .
Thus by induction each vertex v reachable from the source satisfies d[v] = dv, and so the
algorithm computes a shortest path tree.
4.3 Complexity of the algorithm
The running time of the algorithm is clearly dominated by the priority queue operations.
The following two lemmas show that the number of priority queue operations performed by
the algorithm is O(|Eper|).
Lemma 4.7. For the forward-backward algorithm, all requested edges are in-pertinent.
Proof. Edges are requested from within the inner “while Q 6= ∅ and min(Q) < 2 (min(P )−
M)” loop performed at the end of each iteration of the algorithm. Suppose an edge (u, v) is
requested. At that time, the algorithm is in stage 2, so M < ∞. If vertex v is unreachable
from the source s, then dv = ∞, so c[u, v] < 2 (dv −M) and edge (u, v) is in-pertinent. If
on the other hand v is reachable from the source, by Lemma 4.4 eventually v is adjoined
to S, and as v /∈ S at the time that (u, v) was requested, there is some vertex v1 which is the
next vertex adjoined to S upon the extraction of some edge (u1, v1) from queue P . At the
time of (u1, v1)’s extraction, u1 ∈ S, so in fact u1 ∈ S at the time edge (u, v) is requested.
Furthermore, by the correctness of the algorithm (Theorem 4.6), (u1, v1) is the last edge on
a shortest path to v1.
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Suppose at first that (u1, v1) is either out-pertinent or was requested earlier than (u, v).
As u1 ∈ S and as (u1, v1) was not extracted yet from P , Lemma 4.3 says that P contains
an edge (u1, v
′
1) with c[u1, v
′
1] ≤ c[u1, v1]. As u1 ∈ S, min(P ) ≤ dv1 at the time that (u, v) is
requested. Since v /∈ S at the time of the request, we also have dv1 ≤ dv. Thus
c[u, v] < 2 (min(P )−M) ≤ 2 (dv1 −M) ≤ 2 (dv −M) ,
so (u, v) is in-pertinent as required.
Suppose now that (u1, v1) is not out-pertinent and was not requested earlier than (u, v).
As (u1, v1) is an SPT edge that is not out-pertinent, it must be in-pertinent, so by Lemma 4.5,
it is requested by the time (u1, v1) is extracted. Since edge (u1, v1) is requested at the same
time as or later than (u, v), it was extracted from Q at the same time as or later than (u, v),
so by Lemma 4.2(i) c[u, v] ≤ c[u1, v1]. Since v /∈ S, by Lemma 4.2(v) and Theorem 4.6 we
have dv ≥ dv1 . So the in-pertinence of (u1, v1) implies the in-pertinence of (u, v).
Remark 4.8. Since in-pertinent edges are not out-pertinent, one consequence of Lemma 4.7
is that request does not need to test (as in Figure 3) that the edge is not out-pertinent, so
that the version of request given in Figure 2 is correct.
Theorem 4.9. For the forward-backward algorithm,
(i) The edges inserted into Q are all the in-pertinent edges, together with a lightest incom-
ing non-in-pertinent edge (if any) to each vertex found after the ⌈n/2⌉th vertex.
(ii) All edges inserted into P , except possibly one outgoing edge for each vertex, are perti-
nent edges.
Proof. (i). By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7, the requested edges are precisely the in-pertinent edges.
For each such requested (u, v), the next incoming edge to v is inserted into Q. The lightest
incoming edge to those vertices found after the median are also inserted into Q.
(ii). By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2(v) and Theorem 4.6, every edge (u, v) extracted from P
during the first stage of the algorithm satisfies du + c[u, v] = key[u, v] ≤ M . Thus c[u, v] ≤
M−du ≤ 2 (M−du), so (u, v) is out-pertinent. Thus, only edges inserted, but not extracted,
from P during the first stage may be non out-pertinent edges. There can be at most one
such outgoing edge for each vertex. During the second stage of the algorithm, edges inserted
into P are either out-pertinent edges from Out[u], or requested edges, which by Lemma 4.7
are in-pertinent.
Theorem 4.10. The running time of the forward-backward single-source shortest paths al-
gorithm, when run on Kn(Exp(1)) with sorted adjacency lists, is O(n), with very high prob-
ability.
Proof. By Theorem 4.9, the algorithm performs O(|Eper| + n) priority queue operations.
By Theorem 5.3, |Eper| is Θ(n), with very high probability, for Kn(Exp(1)). We show in
Section 9 that the priority queue operations performed by the algorithm can be implemented
in constant amortized time per operation, again with very high probability.
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5 Performance with exponential edge costs
5.1 Shortest path tree for randomly weighted graphs
For the complete graph with i.i.d. Exp(1) edge weights, Davis and Prieditis [DP93] and
Janson [Jan99] gave an elegant characterization of the set of all distances from a given source
vertex s, which we now recall. Let v1, . . . , vn denote the vertices arranged in increasing order
of distance from the source s (in particular v1 = s). Let du denote the distance to vertex u
from the source. For k = 2, . . . , n, let pk denote the index of vk’s parent in the shortest-path
tree, i.e., (vpk , vk) is an edge of the shortest path tree. Because of the memoryless property
of the exponential distribution, and because there are k(n− k) edges from v1, . . . , vk to the
remaining n− k vertices, it follows that dvk+1 − dvk is an exponential random variable with
mean 1/(k(n−k)), independent of the previous distances, vk+1 is a uniformly random vertex
from the remaining vertices, and pk+1 is a uniformly random choice from 1, . . . , k. The
quantities vk+1, pk+1, and dvk+1 − dvk are mutually independent, and the only dependence
that they have upon the values of v1, . . . , vk, p2, . . . , pk, and dv1, . . . , dvk is that vk+1 is distinct
from v1, . . . , vk and that pk+1 is one of v1, . . . , vk.
Let’s write
Xk ∼ Exp[1/(k(n− k))] (independent of one another)
dvk =
k−1∑
i=1
Xi .
The weight of any edge (vpk , vk) of the shortest-path tree is
c(vpk , vk) = dvk − dvpk .
For any edge (vj , vk) not in the shortest path tree, we have
c(vj , vk) =
{
Exp(1) k < j
dvk − dvj + Exp(1) j < k ,
where all these exponential random variables are mutually independent and also independent
of v1, . . . , vn, dv1 , . . . , dvn, and p2, . . . , pn. (Here there is a slight difference between the cases
of directed graphs and undirected graphs. In the case of undirected graphs, the formula is
|dvk − dvj | + Exp(1) regardless of the order of j and k. Otherwise, the characterizations
of v1, . . . , vn, dv1 , . . . , dvn, p2, . . . , pn and c(u, v) are the same for directed and undirected
graphs.)
5.2 Comparison of pertinent edges to a Poisson process
The above characterization of the shortest path tree is particularly convenient for the pur-
poses of comparing the distance to a vertex to the median distance, allowing us to estimate
the number of pertinent edges.
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Theorem 5.1. Let Λ denote the random variable
Λ = 2 (n− 1)
n−1∑
k=⌈n/2⌉
1
k
Exp(1) ,
where the Exp(1)’s are i.i.d. Then for the directed graph Kn(Exp(1)), the number of out-
pertinent edges that are not shortest path tree edges is stochastically dominated by Poisson(Λ),
and similarly for the number of in-pertinent edges that are not SPT edges.
Proof. For each edge we can associate an independent Poisson point process on R+, and that
edge’s associated exponential random variable in its weight is then just the first point in the
point process. The indicator variable for the edge being lighter than a certain threshold is
dominated by the number of points of the point process in that interval. Thus the number
of out-pertinent edges which are not shortest-path tree edges is dominated by a Poisson
random variable with a random rate Λout, and similarly for the in-pertinent edges which are
not SPT edges. The variable Λin for in-pertinent edges is given by
Λin = (n− 1)
n∑
j=⌈n/2⌉+1
2 (dvj −M)
= 2 (n− 1)
n∑
j=⌈n/2⌉+1
j−1∑
k=⌈n/2⌉
Xk
= 2 (n− 1)
n−1∑
k=⌈n/2⌉
(n− k)Xk
= 2 (n− 1)
n−1∑
k=⌈n/2⌉
1
k
Exp(1) ,
where the Exp(1)’s are i.i.d., and similarly for out-pertinent edges the rate is
Λout = (n− 1)
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
j=1
2 (M − dvj )
= 2 (n− 1)
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
j=1
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
k=j
Xk
= 2 (n− 1)
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
k=1
kXk
= 2 (n− 1)
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
k=1
1
n− k Exp(1) = 2 (n− 1)
n−1∑
k=⌊n/2⌋+1
1
k
Exp(1) .
When n is odd, Λout and Λin are equal in distribution, while if n is even, Λin has one more
term. In either case, the theorem follows.
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5.3 First moment estimate
Using the comparison with a Poisson process we get an easy O(n) bound on the expected
number of pertinent edges. We obtain the correct constant later in Section 5.5.
Theorem 5.2. For Λ defined in Theorem 5.1, we have
E[Poisson(Λ)] < (log 4)n+ 1 .
Proof. It is straightforward that E[Poisson(Λ)] = E[Λ]. We have
E[Λ] = 2 (n− 1)
n−1∑
k=⌈n/2⌉
1
k
.
For odd n the sum is at most ∫ n−1
(n−1)/2
dk
k
= log 2.
For even n the sum is at most
1
n− 1 +
∫ n−2
(n−2)/2
dk
k
=
1
n− 1 + log 2 .
Thus for n even, E[Λ] ≤ (log 4)(n− 1) + 2 < (log 4)n+ 1.
Thus the expected number of in-pertinent edges not in the shortest path tree is less than
(log 4)n+1, and similarly for out-pertinent edges not in the shortest path tree. In particular,
the expected number of pertinent edges is less than (1 + 4 log 2)n+ 1 < 3.7726n+ 1.
5.4 Large deviations
Theorem 5.3. Let |Eper| be the number of pertinent edges with respect to a tree of shortest
paths of (either directed or undirected) Kn(Exp(1)), where M is taken to be the median
distance. Then P[|Eper| ≥ (5 + c)n] < e−n
c2
10(5+c) .
Proof. Let Λin = 2 (n − 1)
∑n−1
k=⌈n/2⌉
1
k
Exp(1), Λout = 2 (n − 1)
∑n−1
k=⌊n/2⌋+1
1
k
Exp(1) and
Λ = Λin + Λout. We have shown above that the number of pertinent edges that are not
shortest paths edges is stochastically dominated by the random variable Poisson(Λ). (Note
that all Exp(1) random variables in the definition of Λ are still independent.) Define Λ′ =∑n
i=1 4Exp(1). As
2(n−1)
k
< 4, for ⌈n/2⌉ ≤ k < n, and as Λ is the sum of at most n − 1
terms, we get that Λ is stochastically dominated by Λ′.
It is a simple exercise to check that Poisson(αExp(1)) is just Geometric( 1
1+α
), where
Geometric(p) is a geometric random variable which counts the number of failures until the
first success in a sequence of independent Bernoulli trials, each with a success probability of p.
(Note that according to this definition, the success ending the experiment is not counted.
Thus, Geometric(p) may attain the value 0, and E[Geometric(p)] = 1
p
− 1.)
Thus, Poisson(Λ) is stochastically dominated by Poisson(Λ′) which has the same dis-
tribution as the sum of n independent copies of Geometric(1
5
). This, in turn, is just
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NB(n, 1
5
), where NB(r, p) is a Negative Binomial random variable which counts the number
of failures until achieving r successes in a sequence of independent Bernoulli trials, each with
a success probability of p.
Now, P[NB(r, p) ≥ k] ≤ P[B(r+k, p) ≤ r], where B(n, p) is a Binomial random variable.
If X ∼ B(n, p), so that µ = E[X ] = np, then by Chernoff’s bound we have P[X < (1−δ)µ] ≤
e−µδ
2/2.
Thus, for k = (4 + c)n, where c > 0, we have
P[|Eper| ≥ (5 + c)n] ≤ P[Poisson(Λ′) ≥ k] = P[NB(n, 15) ≥ k] ≤ P[B(n + k, 15) ≤ n] .
Let X ∼ B(n+k, 1
5
). We have µ = 1
5
(n+k) = 5+c
5
n, and n = (1−δ)µ, where δ = c
5+c
. Thus,
P[|Eper| ≥ (5 + c)n] < e−µδ2/2 = e−
5+c
5
n( c5+c)
2
/2 = e−n
c2
10(5+c) .
5.5 Expected number of pertinent edges
Since
E[Xk] =
1
k(n− k) =
1
n
(
1
k
+
1
n− k
)
,
by induction we have
E
[
dvk
]
=
Hk−1 −Hn−k +Hn−1
n
,
where Hk = 1/1 + · · · + 1/k = log k + γ + 1/(2k) + · · · is the k-th harmonic number and
γ = 0.577 . . . is Euler’s constant. This is approximately
E
[
dvk
]
=M +
1
n
log
k
n + 1− k +O(1/(kn)) +O(1/((n+ 1− k)n)) ,
where M = dv⌈n/2⌉ is the median distance.
For integers i and j in the range from 1 to n we let
Yi,j = 2M − dvi − dvj .
Lemma 5.4. For Kn(Exp(1)), in either the directed or undirected setting, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
P[edge (vi, vj) is non-SPT out-pertinent] =
j−2
j−1
E[max(0, 1− exp(−Yi,j))]
P[edge (vi, vj) is non-SPT in-pertinent] =
j−2
j−1
E[max(0, 1− exp(+Yi,j))] .
Proof. If i ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ then a.s. edge (vi, vj) is not out-pertinent, and if j > i ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ then
Yi,j ≤ 0 so E[max(0, 1 − exp(−Yi,j))] = 0. Suppose now that i < ⌈n/2⌉ and i < j. With
probability 1/(j−1) edge (vi, vj) is an SPT edge, and otherwise c(vi, vj) ∼ dvj−dvi+Exp(1).
Conditional on edge (vi, vj) not being an SPT edge, it is out-pertinent when
dvj − dvi + Exp(1) ≤ 2 (M − dvi)
Exp(1) ≤ 2M − dvi − dvj = Yi,j
P[(vi, vj) out-pertinent | distances, not SPT edge] = max(0, 1− exp(−Yi,j))
P[(vi, vj) out-pertinent | not SPT edge] = E[max(0, 1− exp(−Yi,j))] .
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The in-pertinent edges are similar. We need only consider j > ⌈n/2⌉, and we are checking
if c(vi, vj) < 2 (dv −M). For i < j we are testing if
dv − du + Exp(1) < 2 (dv −M)
Exp(1) < dv + du − 2M = −Yi,j
P[(vi, vj) in-pertinent | not SPT edge] = E[max(0, 1− exp(+Yi,j))] .
Lemma 5.5. For any real-valued random variable X
max(0,E[X ]) ≤ E[max(0, X)] ≤ max(0,E[X ]) + Var[X ]1/2 .
Proof. Since max(0, ·) is convex,
E[max(0, X)] ≥ max(0,E[X ]) .
In the reverse direction,
E[max(0, X)] ≤ E[|X|] ≤ E[X2]1/2 = (E[X ]2 +Var[X ])1/2 .
Observe that (a+ b)1/2 ≤ a1/2 + b1/2. For E[X ] ≥ 0 we have
E[max(0, X)] ≤ E[X ] + Var[X ]1/2 ,
and for E[X ] ≤ 0 we have E[max(0, X)] = E[X ] + E[max(0,−X)] ≤ Var[X ]1/2. Combining
these inequalities gives the lemma.
Theorem 5.6. For the undirected graph Kn(Exp(1)),
E[# out-pertinent non-SPT edges] = (1
2
+ o(1))n
E[# in-pertinent non-SPT edges] = (1
2
+ o(1))n ,
while for the directed graph Kn(Exp(1)),
E[# out-pertinent non-SPT edges] = (log 2 + o(1))n
E[# in-pertinent non-SPT edges] = (log 2 + o(1))n .
Proof. For real x,
max(0, x)− x2/2 ≤ max(0, x− x2/2) ≤ max(0, 1− exp(−x)) ≤ max(0, x) .
Thus
max(0,E[X ])− 1
2
E[X2] ≤ E[max(0, 1− exp(−X))] ≤ max(0,E[X ]) + Var[X ]1/2 .
We apply these bounds to the random variables Yi,j and −Yi,j .
For i ≤ ⌈n/2⌉ ≤ j we have
Yi,j = 2M − dvi − dvj = Xi + · · ·+X⌈n/2⌉−1 −X⌈n/2⌉ − · · · −Xj−1
Var[Yi,j] =
j−1∑
k=i
1
k2(n− k)2
Var[Yi,j] ≤ O
(
1/i+ 1/(n+ 1− j)
n2
)
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For i, j ≤ ⌈n/2⌉ or ⌈n/2⌉ ≤ i, j the exact formula for Var[Yi,j] differs, but the bound in the
last equation still holds.
Var[Yi,j]
1/2 ≤ O
(
1/i1/2 + 1/(n+ 1− j)1/2
n
)
∑
i,j
Var[Yi,j]
1/2 ≤ O(√n) .
We also have E[Yi,j] ≤ O((logn)/n), so
E[Y 2i,j] = Var[Yi,j] + E[Yi,j]
2 ≤ O((log2 n)/n2) .
So we deduce that the expected number of non-SPT out-pertinent edges (vi, vj) with
i < j is
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
j−2
j−1
max(0,E[Yi,j]) +O(
√
n) .
and that the expected number of non-SPT in-pertinent edges (vi, vj) with i < j is
n∑
j=⌈n/2⌉+1
j−1∑
i=1
j−2
j−1
max(0,−E[Yi,j]) +O(
√
n) .
But
E[Yi,j] =
1
n
log
n+ 1− i
i
+
1
n
log
n + 1− j
j
+O(1/(nmin(i, j, n+ 1− i, n+ 1− j))) ,
and the error term adds up to at most O(logn), so the non-SPT out-pertinent sum is
1
n
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
i=1
n−i∑
j=i+1
j − 2
j − 1
(
log
n+ 1− i
i
+ log
n+ 1− j
j
)
+O(
√
n) .
Since
1
n
∑
1≤i<j≤n
1
j − 1 2 logn ≤ O(log
2 n) ,
we can drop the factor of (j − 2)/(j − 1), and since
n−i∑
j=i+1
log
n+ 1− j
j
= 0 ,
the above sum simplifies to
1
n
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
i=1
(n− 2i) log n+ 1− i
i
+O(
√
n) .
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The summand is monotone, so we may replace the sum with∫ 1/2
0
(1− 2x) log 1− x
x
× n dx+O(logn) = n
2
+O(logn) .
Up to negligible error terms, the calculations for the non-SPT in-pertinent edges are sym-
metric to those for the non-SPT out-pertinent edges, and also give n/2 +O(
√
n).
In the directed setting, we also need to consider edges (vi, vj) for which i > j. If j < i
then c(vi, vj) ∼ Exp(1) which is independent of M − dvi, so for j < i
P[edge (vi, vj) is non-SPT out-pertinent] = E[max(0, 1− exp(−Yi,i))]
P[edge (vi, vj) is non-SPT in-pertinent] = E[max(0, 1− exp(+Yj,j))] .
Using the same estimates as above, we find that the expected number of such out-pertinent
edges is
1
n
⌈n/2⌉−1∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=1
2 log
n+ 1− i
i
+O(
√
n) = (log 2− 1
2
)n+O(
√
n)
and similarly for the expected number of such in-pertinent edges.
Theorem 5.7. For either the directed or undirected graph Kn(Exp(1)),
E[# out-pertinent SPT edges] = (log 2 + o(1))n
E[# in-pertinent SPT edges] = (1− log 2 + o(1))n .
Proof. There are n− 1 SPT edges, each of which is either out-pertinent or in-pertinent but
not both. For i < j, edge (vi, vj) is an SPT edge with probability 1/(j − 1), and if so,
it is out-pertinent when Yi,j ≥ 0 and in-pertinent when Yi,j < 0. When i, j ≤ ⌈n/2⌉ or
i, j ≥ ⌈n/2⌉, the sign of Yi,j is almost surely positive, or negative, respectively, so we are left
with the case i < ⌈n/2⌉ < j. We have already computed E[Yi,j] and Var[Yi,j] in this case, so
we can use Chebychev’s inequality to estimate P[Yi,j ≥ 0]. For “most” pairs i < j we have
Var[Yi,j] = Θ(1/n
3) while |E[Yi,j]| = Θ(1/n), so in expectation a negligible fraction of the
pairs i < j are such that the sign of Yi,j differs from the sign of n+ 1− i− j. The expected
number of in-pertinent edges is thus
n∑
j=⌈n/2⌉+1
j−1∑
i=n+2−j
1
j − 1 + o(n) =
∫ 1
1/2
2x− 1
x
× n dx+ o(n) .
6 Performance with uniform and other edge costs
In this section we show how results similar to the ones obtained in Sections 5 for the expo-
nential distribution can be obtained for similar distributions, e.g., the uniform distribution.
Let X ∼ Exp(1) and let Y = f(X), where f : [0,∞) → [0,∞) is monotone increasing.
For example, if fU(x) = 1 − e−x, then fU(X) ∼ U [0, 1], i.e., a random variable uniformly
distributed in [0, 1]. Note that fU(x) = x+O(x
2), as x→ 0.
Let Kn(Y ) be the probabilistic model in which independent random edge weights, each
identical in distribution to Y , are assigned to the edges of a complete graph on n vertices.
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Theorem 6.1. If Y = f(Exp(1)), where f(x) = x + O(x2) as x → 0, then for Kn(Y )
we have E[|Eper|] = O(n), and for some c > 1 and α > 0 we have P[|Eper| > cn + ∆] <
e−α∆ +O(n3e−n
1/2
).
Note that the main loss compared to Theorem 5.3 is the additive term O(n3e−n
1/2
) in the
probability bound. We conjecture that this additive term can be removed.
Proof. Let c[u, v] and dv be the edge weights and distances in Kn(Exp(1)). Let c′[u, v] =
f(c[u, v]) be the weight of edge (u, v) in Kn(Y ), and let d′v be the distance from the source
to v in Kn(Y ).
For Kn(Exp(1)), Janson [Jan99] proved that for any a > 2,
P
[
max
v
dv > a log n/n
]
≤ O(n2−a log2 n) .
We use this result with a = n1/2/ logn. It follows that the probability that dv > n
−1/2 for
some vertex v is at most O(n2−a log2 n) < O(n3e−n
1/2
). We thus assume in the sequel that
dv ≤ n−1/2 for every vertex v.
Suppose now that |f(x) − x| ≤ βmin{x2, f(x)2}, for some fixed β > 0, for every x
sufficiently close to 0. (The existence of β follows from our assumption that f(x) = x +
O(x2).)
Let s = v0, v1, . . . , vℓ = v be a shortest path from s to v in Kn(Exp(1)). Let c1, c2, . . . , cℓ
be the weights of its edges in Kn(Exp(1)), and let c′1, c′2, . . . , c′ℓ be the corresponding edge
weights in Kn(Y ). Using the fact that dv =
∑ℓ
i=1 ci and the convexity of the function x
2 we
get
d′v ≤
ℓ∑
i=1
c′i ≤
ℓ∑
i=1
ci + β
ℓ∑
i=1
c2i ≤ dv + βd2v ≤ dv + βn−1 .
Similarly, by looking at a shortest path from s to v in Kn(Y ), we get, for sufficiently large n,
that
dv ≤ d′v + βd′v2 ≤ d′v + β(dv + βn−1)2 ≤ d′v + (1 + o(1))βn−1 ,
where the o(1) term goes to 0 as n→∞. Combining these two inequalities, we get that
|d′v − dv| ≤ (1 + o(1))βn−1 .
Let M and M ′ be the median distances in Kn(Exp(1)) and Kn(Y ), respectively. As dv ≤M
for n/2 vertices, we have d′v ≤ M + βn−1 for these n/2 vertices, and thus M ′ ≤ M + βn−1.
In a similar way we get that M ≤M ′ + (1 + o(1))βn−1 and thus
|M ′ −M | ≤ (1 + o(1))βn−1 .
Now suppose (u, v) is an out-pertinent edge in Kn(Y ), i.e., c′[u, v] ≤ 2 (M ′−d′[u]). Then
c′[u, v] ≤ 2n−1/2 + O(n−1), so c[u, v] ≤ c′[u, v] + (4 + o(1))βn−1, and hence c[u, v] ≤ 2 (M −
d[u]) + (8 + o(1))βn−1. In other words, (u, v) is almost out-pertinent in Kn(Exp(1)). More
formally, we say that and edge (u, v) is δ-out-pertinent, if and only if c[u, v] ≤ 2 (M−d[u])+δ.
If follows that if (u, v) is out-pertinent in Kn(Y ), then it is (8 + o(1))βn−1-out-pertinent in
Kn(Exp(1)). The same observations and definitions apply to in-pertinent edges.
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It is not difficult to see that for any δ > 0, the number of δ-out-pertinent edges that
are not out-pertinent is stochastically dominated by a Poisson process with rate δn2. The
number of non-SPT edges which are δ-in-pertinent but not in-pertinent is also dominated
by a Poisson process with rate δn2. We have δn2 = (8 + o(1))βn, so the probability that
there are 16βn such edges is exponentially small in n. This small probability is absorbed in
the O(n3e−n
1/2
) term.
7 Performance with Weibull edge costs
In our analysis of the performance of the algorithm for randomly weighted graphs we con-
sidered edge costs that are given by i.i.d. exponential random variables. We could consider
other distributions for the edge costs, but still have i.i.d. edge weights. Since it is only the
very light edges that are involved in the shortest path tree, it is conventional wisdom that
only the probability density function at 0 is really important, and as long as this is positive,
the shortest path tree and distances will be just a perturbation of the case when the edge
costs are exponential random variables.
Bhamidi and van der Hofstad [BvdH12] studied shortest paths on the complete graph
with i.i.d. edge weights with a more general class of edge weight random variables, where the
probability density function at 0 is either infinite or zero. In these cases, the shortest path
tree is genuinely different from, i.e., not merely a perturbation of, the tree with exponential
edge costs. More precisely, Bhamidi and van der Hofstad considered edge costs given by
Exp(1)s, where s > 0 is a parameter. Exp(1)s is a Weibull random variable with shape
parameter 1/s. Near 0, the probability density function scales like 1
s
x1/s−1. Bhamidi and van
der Hofstad studied the cost and hopcount of the shortest path connecting typical vertices
[BvdH12]. Here we consider this same edge cost model, and study the performance of the
algorithm on it.
Lemma 7.1. For fixed s > 0, with i.i.d. Weibull Exp(1)s edge costs on Kn, the expected
number of out-pertinent edges is O(n).
Proof. We use the analysis of Bhamidi and van der Hofstad [BvdH12]. They showed how
to couple an out-exploration process (scaled by ns) from one vertex and an in-exploration
process (also scaled by ns) from another vertex to two independent branching processes,
so that the branching processes stochastically dominate the exploration processes, and are
usually the same, until O(
√
n) vertices are in the exploration processes. At some point the
two exploration processes merge, at which point the shortest path connecting the vertices
is determined. Almost surely the branching processes have asymptotically Ws × λxs vertices
within distance x of the root, as x→∞, where λs = Γ(1+1/s)s, andWs is a certain random
variable [BvdH12]. Bhamidi and van der Hofstad showed that the typical distance between
pairs of vertices is (in the limit of large n)
logn+ Y
λsns
,
where Y is a certain random variable (independent of n).
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The same analysis gives a similar expression for the median distance M from a source
vertex s, but with a different random variable. Furthermore, the expected number of ver-
tices u for which ns(M − d[u]) > t is O(n/λts). The expected number of outgoing edges of
weight ≤ 1/xs from a vertex is (n − 1)(1 − e−x). The number of light outgoing edges from
a vertex is an increasing function of the edge weights, and the value of the median distance
is a decreasing function of the edge weights, so we can use the FKG inequality [FKG71] to
bound the expected number of out-pertinent edges from a vertex by O(1).
Lemma 7.2. For fixed s such that 0 < s ≤ 1, with i.i.d. Weibull Exp(1)s edge costs on Kn,
the expected number of in-pertinent edges is O(n).
Proof. AWeibull random variable Exp(1)s has the distribution of the first point of a Poisson
point process with rate
x 7→ 1
s
x1/s−1 .
For s ≤ 1, this rate is monotonically increasing in x. Consider the shortest path tree up to
the median distance M . For any vertex v for which d[v] > M , we have that d[v] −M is
distributed according to the first point of a Poisson point process with rate at least
n
2s
x1/s−1 ,
so the expected number of vertices for which d[v]−M ≥ x is
≤ n
2
exp(−(n/2)x1/s) .
For a given vertex w, the expected number of incoming edges with weight less than 2x is
(n − 1)(1 − exp(−(2x)1/s)), which is approximately and at most n(2x)1/s. As above, we
can use the FKG inequality, since d[v] −M is an increasing function of the incoming edge
weights, while the number of short incoming edges is a decreasing function of these edge
weights. Integrating, we find that the expected number of in-pertinent edges is O(n).
We believe that the expected number of in-pertinent edges is O(n) even if 1 < s < ∞.
The main technical issue is to bound P[ns(d[v]−M) > t] for large t.
8 All-pairs shortest paths
The all-pairs shortest paths problem can be solved by running the single-source shortest paths
algorithm from each vertex. The expected APSP run time will be n times the expected SSSP
run time, and the probability of a large deviation in the run time is at most multiplied by a
factor of n, which is negligibly affects the exponentially small probability of a large deviation.
In this section we discuss the sorting of the adjacency lists of the graph by edge cost, which
for the SSSP problem we assumed had been part of the preprocessing phase. We show that
when the edge cost distribution is known, these sorted adjacency lists can be constructed in
Θ(n2) time, with exponentially small probability of a large deviation in the run time.
Since the edge cost distribution is known, we can use bucket sorting to sort the edges
by cost, and then scan through the sorted edges to build up the outgoing and incoming
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adjacency lists. Let N =
(
n
2
)
denote the number of edges. We can take the number of
buckets to be N , and set the range of each bucket so as to make each bucket equally likely
to contain a random edge cost. Each bucket will then contain an approximately Poisson
number of edges. These edge costs can then be sorted using, for example, heapsort.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose the N =
(
n
2
)
edge costs are sorted using bucket sort with N buckets on
which heapsort is used, as described above. Then the run time has expected value O(n2), and
there are constants c1 and c2 such that for any ∆ ≥ 0, P[run time ≥ c1n2+∆] ≤ exp(−c2∆).
Proof. Suppose that the ith bucket contains ki items. The time needed to heapsort these
items is proportional to 1 + log ki!. The 1’s of course add up to N , so we let Ti = log ki!, let
T =
∑
i Ti, and bound the probability that T is large. Of course
P[T ≥ t] = P[eT ≥ et] ≤ e−t E[eT ] .
We can evaluate E[eT ] as a multinomial sum:
E[eT ] =
∑
k1,...,kN
(
N
k1, . . . , kN
)
1
NN
e
∑
i log ki!
=
∑
k1,...,kN
N !
NN
=
(
2N − 1
N
)
N !
NN
= (1 + o(1))
1√
2
(4/e)N ,
from which the large deviation claim follows. The expected value claim is a consequence of
the large deviation claim.
9 Efficient priority queues
Traditional comparison-based priority queues, such as the binary heaps of Williams [Wil64],
require O(logn) time per heap operation, which is best possible given the Ω(n log n) lower
bound for comparison-based sorting. The fastest implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm use
priority queues like Fibonacci heaps [FT87] that support extract-min operations in O(logn)
amortized time, and all other heap operations, including decrease-key, in O(1) amortized
time. Our algorithm uses only insert, min and extract-min operations — in particular, it
does not use decrease-key operations.
Faster priority queues may be obtained by abandoning the comparison-based approach
and assuming that keys are integers contained in single machine words. The fastest priority
queues in this word RAM model require O(
√
log log n) expected time per operation (see
Thorup [Tho07]). Dial [Dia69], Ahuja et al. [AMOT90], and Cherkassky et al. [CGS99]
suggested bucket-based monotone priority queues. We describe these in Section 9.1; they
are somewhat slower asymptotically, but more practical. We describe in Section 9.2 a simple
adaptation of the bucket-based priority queues, and then in Section 9.3 we show that, in our
probabilistic setting, these priority queues require only O(1) amortized time per operation,
with high probability, allowing us to implement algorithm sssp of Section 4 in O(n) time.
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9.1 Bucket-based monotone priority queues
We briefly sketch a standard bucket-based implementation of a monotone priority queue.
If the priority queue is comprised of B buckets of width W , then the i-th bucket, where
0 ≤ i < B, contains items whose keys are in the interval [iW, (i + 1)W ). If there is no
a priori upper limit on the value of an item’s key, then any items with key ≥ BW can be
placed in the last bucket. The items in each bucket could be stored in a linked list, a binary
heap, or another data structure which implements a monotone priority queue. Initially all
buckets are empty. One of the buckets is designated as the active bucket. We let a be the
index of the active bucket. Initially a = 0.
The insert and extract-min operations are implemented as follows. To insert an item x
with key k, we simply insert x into bucket ⌊k/W ⌋. To extract an item of minimum key, we
check whether the current active bucket is non-empty. If it is, we perform an extract-min
operation on the bucket’s priority queue, and return an item of minimum key. If the active
bucket is empty, we increment a and repeat. The correctness of the implementation follows
from the monotonicity assumption.
It is not difficult to check that the total time required to perform a sequence of operations
on such a bucket-based monotone priority queue is O(B+
∑
i Ti), where Ti is the amount of
work required to do the insert and extract-min operations in bucket i’s sub-priority queue.
The parameter B is chosen to be large enough to make the sub-queues small and hence the
Ti’s small, but not so large as to dominate the total running time. In many applications
a simple linked list is sufficient for the sub-queues because they typically contain so few
elements. For our purposes we need to use a more efficient data structure for the priority
queues associated with each bucket.
9.2 Splitting active buckets into binary heaps
In a bucket-based monotone priority queue, once a bucket becomes active, it can itself be
implemented by a bucket-based monotone priority queue, and such multilevel buckets were
suggested by Cherkassky et al. [CGS99]. Elements of each non-active top-level bucket can
be stored in a simple unsorted linked list until the bucket becomes active.
For the purposes of the forward-backward SSSP algorithm, we advocate using two-level
buckets, where the number of sub-buckets per top-level bucket is not fixed ahead of time, but
is instead determined by the number of items in the top-level bucket at the time it becomes
active. When a top-level bucket becomes active, if it contains b items, then we split it into
b sub-buckets, each of which is in turn implemented by a binary heap. We can afford to
sequentially scan these low level buckets to find the first non-empty low-level bucket, since
there are b items over which to amortize the scanning cost. If the items in the top-level bucket
are approximately uniformly distributed, then the sub-buckets should typically have O(1)
items. In the course of running the forward-backward algorithm, additional edges may be
subsequently inserted into the active top-level bucket. However, there is no need to resplit or
rebalance the sub-buckets. We rely on the fact that the underlying binary heaps are efficient,
and that few items are ever inserted into a top-level bucket after it becomes active. If there
are any items whose key would fall outside the range of the top-level buckets, these items
are placed into the last top-level bucket. In the event that the last top-level bucket becomes
active, its items are inserted into a single binary heap (without any sub-bucketing).
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Since binary heaps are used for the sub-buckets, the worst-case performance of these
priority queues is Θ(logn) time per examined edge. As we shall see in the next section, when
we take the top-level bucket width W to be Θ(1/(n logn)) and the number of buckets B to
be Θ(n), when the forward-backward SSSP algorithm is run on Kn(Exp(1)), not only is the
expected total running time Θ(n), but the probability that the total running time exceeds
Θ(n) is exp(−Θ(n/ logn)).
9.3 Performance of the buckets of heaps
The priority queue P is used to process the pertinent edges, and up to n additional non-
pertinent edges may also be inserted into P . There are three main types of pertinent edges:
shortest path tree edges, out-pertinent edges which are not SPT edges, and in-pertinent
edges which are not SPT edges. The keys for the SPT edges are just the distances of the
vertices from the source, which have a simple characterization. The keys of the out-pertinent
edges which are not SPT edges is dominated by a Poisson process with random intensities
depending on the SPT, and similarly for the in-pertinent edges which are not SPT edges.
The non-pertinent edges inserted into P can also be characterized in terms of the Poisson
process.
When a top-level bucket becomes active, if it contains b items then it is evenly divided
into b sub-buckets which are each implemented by a binary heap. Assuming the top-level
buckets are small enough, the edges in them will be approximately uniformly distributed, so
each sub-bucket will contain a small random number of items, and it will be unlikely for the
binary heap operations to take a long time. Also assuming the top-level buckets are small
enough, there will be very few edges inserted into the active top-level bucket, and these will
contribute only a small amount to the running time.
We already have exponentially tight bounds on the number of edges inserted into P .
Assuming that not too many edges are inserted into P , then their distribution into the
top-level buckets is almost irrelevant to the performance of the priority queue.
Let bi denote the number of items in top-level bucket i at the time that it becomes active.
Top-level bucket i is then split into bi sub-buckets; let Ji,j denote the number of items in
the jth sub-bucket, where 0 ≤ j < bi. If no further items are inserted into this sub-bucket,
then the amount of time required to perform the Ji,j insert and extract-min binary heap
operations is proportional to Ji,j + Ti,j where Ti,j = log(Ji,j!) = (1 + o(1))Ji,j log Ji,j . Let
T =
∑
i
∑
j Ti,j . We wish to show that E[T ] = O(n), and that the distribution of T has
exponentially decaying tails, and that the additional edges inserted into a top-level bucket
after it becomes active do not contribute much to the runtime. To obtain the exponentially
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decaying tails, we use the usual strategy for Chernoff-type bounds and write for α > 0
P[T ≥ t] = P[eαT ≥ eαt]
≤ e−αt E[eαT ]
= e−αt E
[∏
i,j
eαTi,j
]
= e−αt E
[∏
i,j
Ji,j!
α
]
.
Of course these Ji,j’s are not independent of one another, so bounding the expectation
requires some work. The above discussion motivates the following theorem:
Theorem 9.1. Suppose that X1, X2, . . . , Xτ is a random-length sequence of random numbers
(where τ is a stopping time), such that conditional on t ≤ τ , Xt can be written as Xt = Yt+Ut
where Ut is uniformly random in [0, 1) and independent of X1, . . . , Xt−1 and Yt. Let
Ji = #{t ≤ τ : ⌊Xt⌋ = i} ,
denote the number of Xt’s that fall into “bucket i”, and let
J
(b)
i,j = #{t ≤ τ : i+ j/b ≤ Xt < i+ (j + 1)/b}
denote the number of these Xt’s which are in the “jth sub-bucket of the ith bucket” if it is
evenly split into b sub-buckets. If τ is bounded, then
E
[
5−τ
∏
i
max
bi≥Ji
J
(bi)
i,0 ! · · ·J (bi)i,bi−1!
]
≤ 1 .
(If the Yt’s are integer-valued, then 5
−τ may be replaced with 3−τ .)
Proof. For t ≤ τ , let
At = # {s ≤ t : ⌊Xs⌋ = ⌊Xt⌋}
be the number of points X1, . . . , Xt which are “approximately” Xt (Xt is approximately
itself, so At ≥ 1). Let
Ct = #
{
s ≤ t : ⌊Xs⌋ = ⌊Xt⌋ and |Xs −Xt| ≤ 1
At
}
be the number of points X1, . . . , Xt to which Xt is “close” (Xt is close to itself, so Ct ≥ 1).
Writing Xt = Yt+Ut, we see that Xt could be close to the items in bucket ⌊Yt⌋ or bucket ⌈Yt⌉
(which might be the same). Let k denote the number of items in buckets ⌊Yt⌋ before item t is
added. For each item in bucket ⌊Yt⌋, the probability that Xt is close to that item is at most
2/(k+1), so the expected number of such items is less than 2. Similarly, the expected number
of items in bucket ⌈Yt⌉ to which Xt is close is also less than 2. Thus E[Ct | X1, . . . , Xt−1, Yt] <
5, and if Yt is an integer then E[Ct | X1, . . . , Xt−1, Yt] < 3. Since τ is bounded, by the
Optional Stopping Theorem for supermartingales, we have E[5−τC1 · · ·Cτ ] ≤ 1. For any
bi ≥ Ji, if two items end up in the same sub-bucket then they must be close, so we have
J
(b)
i,0 ! · · ·J (b)i,bi−1! ≤
∏
t:⌊Xt⌋=i
Ct, and hence
∏
i J
(b)
i,0 ! · · ·J (b)i,bi−1! ≤ C1 · · ·Cτ .
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For the priority queue application, the Xt’s correspond to the keys rescaled by a factor
of W , the top-level bucket corresponds to ⌊Xt⌋, Ji corresponds to the number of items in
top-level bucket i, the intervals [i + j/b, i + (j + 1)/b) correspond to the ranges of the sub-
buckets, and J
(bi)
i,j corresponds to the number of items in the jth sub-bucket of top-level
bucket i if it is split into bi sub-buckets. (The keys are approximately uniformly distributed
within a top-level bucket, assuming the top-level bucket width W is not too large. We will
address the non-uniformity with the following lemmas.) Even if an adversary looks at the
keys one by one and then decides when to stop adding new items to the top level bucket,
and even if the adversary is allowed to choose the number of sub-buckets to be an arbitrary
number which is at least the number of items, still the expected product of the factorials of
the sub-bucket sizes cannot be too large.
Lemma 9.2. Suppose the forward-backward algorithm is run on Kn(Exp(1)). The keys
of the items inserted into queue P can be reordered and written as u1, u2, . . . , ug, r1, . . . , rh,
where g and h are random, such that
1. conditional on t ≤ g and conditional on the values of u1, . . . , ut−1, there is a random
integer yt for which ut/W is uniformly random on [yt, yt + 1),
2. each of the keys u1, . . . , ug is in its top-level bucket when that bucket becomes active,
and
3. h is stochastically dominated by Poisson(2n2W )+2Poisson(n2W )+2Poisson(nNW )+
Poisson(n2W )+1+Poisson(3n2W ), where these different Poisson random variables
may be correlated, and N is the number of non-SPT edges enqueued in P . In particular,
P[h > Θ(n2W )] ≤ exp[−Θ(n2W )] + exp[−Θ(n)].
Proof. To do this partitioning of the edges in P , we can explore the shortest path tree and
the edge weights in a manner which respects the top-level buckets as follows: Let
Si = {u ∈ V : du < iW}
denote the of vertices whose distance from the source would fall into one of the first i top-
level buckets for P . Once Si and the distances to all vertices u in Si have been determined,
for each vertex v, we determine whether or not iW ≤ du + c[u, v] < (i + 1)W , without
determining the fractional part of du + c[u, v]. Not necessarily all such edges are in bucket i
at the time that it becomes active. Let Gi denote the set of edges (u, v) which satisfy the
following properties:
1. iW ≤ du + c[u, v] < (i+ 1)W ,
2. du < iW ,
3. c[u, v] is the only point of edge (u, v)’s Poisson point process less than (i+ 1)W − du,
4. there is no v′ 6= v for which iW ≤ du + c[u, v′] < (i+ 1)W ,
5. at least one of the following holds:
(a) |Si| < ⌈n/2⌉,
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(b) |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ and (i+ 1)W ≤ 2M − du,
(c) |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ and du ≤M and there is no v′ for which M ≤ du + c[u, v′] < iW , or
(d) |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ and (i+ 1)W ≤ du + 2 (min(dv, iW )−M).
We will make the list u1, . . . , ug by listing the keys of the edges in ∪iGi so that edges in Gi
come before edges in Gj when i < j, and the edges within Gi appear in an arbitrary order
(say lexicographic) which is independent of the edge weights. There are several things to
check to ensure that u1, . . . , ug satisfies the claims of the lemma.
We first check claim 1 of the lemma:
Property 1 is that edge (u, v)’s key du + c[u, v] falls into bucket i. Properties 1, 2, and 3
ensure that the key du + c[u, v] is uniformly random in [iW, (i + 1)W ). Properties 4 and 5
can be tested knowing the graph only out to distance iW from the source, together with
knowledge of which keys fall into bucket i; in particular, whether or not these properties
hold is independent of the values of the keys falling into bucket i. Thus, conditional on the
edges in G0, . . . , Gi−1 and their keys, and on the edges in Gi, the keys of the edges in Gi are
i.i.d. uniform on [iW, (i+ 1)W ). So u1, . . . , ug satisfies claim 1 of the lemma.
To check claim 2 of the lemma, there are several cases depending on how an edge satisfies
property 5:
If edge (u, v) satisfies property 5a, then the algorithm is in phase 1 at the time that
bucket i becomes active, so property 2 implies P contains some outgoing edge of u at this
time. Properties 1 and 4 imply that (u, v) is the lightest outgoing edge of u not yet extracted
from P when bucket i becomes active, so P must contain edge (u, v) at this time.
If edge (u, v) satisfies property 5b, then du + c[u, v] < (i+ 1)W ≤ 2M − du, so c[u, v] ≤
2 (M − du), so (u, v) is out-pertinent. Since (u, v) is out-pertinent and iW ≤ du + c[u, v],
queue P contains an out-pertinent edge of u when bucket i becomes active; property 4 implies
that (u, v) is the lightest such edge with key at least iW , so P must contain edge (u, v) when
bucket i becomes active.
If edge (u, v) satisfies property 5c, then queue P contained an outgoing edge of u at the
time that the median M was found, so its key is at least M , and this edge was not extracted
before bucket i became active. Properties 1, 4, and 5c together imply that (u, v) is the
lightest outgoing edge of u with key ≥ M , so P must contain (u, v) when bucket i becomes
active.
If edge (u, v) satisfies property 5d, then du + c[u, v] < (i + 1)W ≤ du + 2 (dv − M),
so the edge is in-pertinent. At the time that bucket i becomes active, min(P ) ≥ iW , so
du+c[u, v] < (i+1)W ≤ du+2 (iW−M) ≤ du+2 (min(P )−M), i.e., c[u, v] < 2 (min(P )−M),
so edge (u, v) is enqueued in and extracted from Q and requested by the time that bucket i
becomes active. If (u, v) is not in P at this time, it is because there is some other edge (u, v′)
with smaller key in P . However, property 4 ensures that any such edge is extracted from P
by the time that bucket i becomes active, so that (u, v) is enqueued in P by this time.
In each case, edge (u, v) ∈ Gi is enqueued in P by the time that bucket i becomes active.
Thus claim 1 of the lemma is true.
Next we check claim 3 of the lemma, i.e., that most edges enqueued in P are among
u1, . . . , ug. There are several cases depending on which of the above properties that an edge
enqueued in P might fail:
For any edge (u, v), property 1 holds for some i.
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If property 2 fails, then c[u, v] < W . The number of edges with such small cost is
dominated by Poisson(n2W ). Regardless of any of the edge weights, the number of edges
which fail property 3 is dominated by Poisson(n2W ). So the number of edges (whether or
not they are enqueued in P ) which fail property 2 or 3 is dominated by Poisson(2n2W ).
Next we bound the number of SPT edges which fail property 4. Recall the characteriza-
tion of the distances of the vertices 0 = dv1 ≤ dv2 ≤ · · · ≤ dvn from the source. As we explore
the graph Kn(Exp(1)) in order of increasing distance from the source, including both SPT
edges and non-SPT edges, if an edge (u, v) is found for which du+ c[u, v] is at most W larger
than the distance dv′ to a vertex v
′ with parent u, we can put a mark on vertex v′ unless
it already has a mark. When a new vertex is discovered, the indicator random variable
for it getting a mark is dominated by Poisson(nW ) regardless of the portion of the graph
discovered so far or how many marks the previously discovered vertices get. Since n vertices
are discovered, the total number of marks is dominated by Poisson(n2W ). If we double
the number of these marks, we obtain an upper bound on the total number of SPT edges
which fail property 4, together with some of the non-SPT edges which fail property 4. In
particular, if a bucket contains one or more SPT edges and zero or more non-SPT edges
with the same parent u, we can cover all the SPT edges and the first (if any) of the non-SPT
edges by these marks.
Next we bound the number of non-SPT edges enqueued in P which fail property 4. If
we condition on the SPT and the distances to the vertices, then the remaining edge weights
are independent of one another. It is convenient to order the edges (u, v) lexicographically
with the endpoint v being more significant, and then sample the edge weights c[u, v] in this
order. Once the edge weight c[u, v] is sampled, we can determine whether or not (u, v)
is out-pertinent or in-pertinent, but we may not be able to determine whether or not it
is out-extraneous until subsequent edge weights are sampled. If there was an earlier edge
(u, v′) which was a candidate for being out-extraneous, and (u, v) is a candidate for being
out-extraneous, then (u, v′) is no longer a candidate for being out-extraneous. For the kth
vertex vk, after all the non-SPT edges (u, vk) have had their weights sampled, let Nk denote
the total number of non-SPT edges (u, vj) where j ≤ k which are pertinent or current
candidates for being out-extraneous. Let Xk denote the number of these edges (u, v) whose
key falls into the same bucket as an earlier non-SPT edge (u, v′) that is enqueued in P .
Now Xk+1 −Xk is dominated by Poisson(NkW ). The Nk’s are non-decreasing, and Nn is
the total number of non-SPT edges enqueued in P . From this we see that the number of
non-SPT edges enqueued in P which fail property 4 is dominated by 2Poisson(nNnW ).
Next we bound the number of edges enqueued in P which fail property 5. There are
several subcases depending on the type of edge enqueued in P :
Suppose that an edge (u, v) is out-pertinent. Then c[u, v] ≤ 2 (M − du), so iW ≤
du + c[u, v] ≤ 2M − du. If (u, v) fails property 5a and 5b, then |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ and 2M −
du < (i + 1)W . For any vertex u for which du ≤ M , there is only one bucket i for which
iW ≤ 2M − du < (i + 1)W . Regardless of the sequence of the first ⌈n/2⌉ vertices whose
distances are found, and the values of their distances, the number of out-pertinent edges
which fail property 5 is stochastically dominated by a Poisson(n2W ) random variable.
Suppose that edge (u, v) is out-extraneous. Then du ≤ M , and there is no vertex v′
for which M < du + c[u, v
′] < du + c[u, v]. If (u, v) is out-extraneous and fails property 5a
and 5c, then |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉, M < iW , and there is some v′ for which M ≤ du + c[u, v′] <
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iW ≤ du+ c[u, v]. Therefore M = du+ c[u, v′]. With probability 1 there is at most one such
vertex u, and therefore at most one out-extraneous edge (u, v) which fails property 5.
Suppose that (u, v) is an in-pertinent edge. Then c[u, v] < 2 (dv−M) ≤ 2 (du+c[u, v]−M)
so du+ c[u, v] > 2M − du. If 5a fails then |Si| ≥ ⌈n/2⌉, so du+ c[u, v] > M . Suppose 5d also
fails. We now distinguish two subsubcases:
If dv ≥ iW , then
du + 2 (iW −M) < (i+ 1)W
iW < 2M − du +W
2M − du < du + c[u, v] < iW +W < 2M − du + 2W .
As the SPT and the edge weights are explored from the source, we see that for each vertex u,
the number of such exceptional edges (in-pertinent, dv ≥ iW , satisfies property 2, but fails
property 5a and 5d) is dominated by a Poisson(2nW ) random variable which is independent
of the Poisson random variables associated with the other vertices. So the total number of
such exceptional edges is dominated by Poisson(2n2W ).
If dv < iW , then (u, v) is not an SPT edge, and
iW ≤ du + c[u, v] < du + 2 (dv −M) < (i+ 1)W .
Given du, dv, and M , there is only one choice of i for which this could hold, which imposes
the following constraint on c[u, v]:⌊
du + c[u, v]
W
⌋
=
⌊
du + 2 (dv −M)
W
⌋
.
Even if we condition on the SPT and the distances to each vertex, and indeed, even if we
condition on all the other edge weights, for each non-SPT edge, the indicator random variable
for this event is dominated by Poisson(W ). The total number of such exceptional edges
(in-pertinent, dv < iW , satisfies property 2, but fails property 5a and 5d) is dominated by a
Poisson(n2W ) random variable, independent of the number of in-pertinent edges for which
dv ≥ iW , satisfy property 2, but fail property 5. Thus the total number of in-pertinent edges
which satisfy property 2 but fail property 5 is at most Poisson(3n2W ).
Lemma 9.3. Suppose the forward-backward algorithm is run on Kn(Exp(1)). The keys
of the items inserted into queue Q can be reordered and written as u1, u2, . . . , ug, r1, . . . , rh,
where g and h are random, such that
1. conditional on t ≤ g and conditional on the values of u1, . . . , ut−1, there is a random
number yt for which ut/W is uniformly random on [yt, yt + 1),
2. each of the keys u1, . . . , ug is in its top-level bucket when that bucket becomes active,
and
3. h is stochastically dominated by Poisson(16n2W )+Poisson(4n2W )+Poisson(8n2W )+
2Poisson(10n2W )+2Poisson(10n2W )+2NB(NB(⌊n/2⌋, 1/4), 5nW )+Poisson(n2W )+
Poisson(n2W ) + Poisson(n2W ) + Poisson(n2W ), where the above summands may
be correlated, and NB denotes the negative binomial distribution. In particular, P[h >
Θ(n2W )] ≤ exp[−Θ(n2W )].
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Proof. The priority queue Q is for processing the in-pertinent edges; the algorithm will insert
all in-pertinent edges and up to one additional incoming edge for each vertex, which we call
the in-extraneous edges. Recall that Theorem 4.9(i) characterizes the in-extraneous edges.
We say that an edge (u, v) is preactive if it satisfies
1. there is no u′ 6= u for which ⌊c[u, v]/W ⌋ = ⌊c[u′, v]/W ⌋, and
2. there is no u′ 6= u for which 2 (dv −M) ≤ c[u′, v] ≤ c[u, v].
Property 2 ensures that edge (u, v) is either in-pertinent (c[u, v] < 2 (dv −M)) or else it
is the unique lightest non-in-pertinent edge, in which case it is in-extraneous. Either way,
property 2 implies that edge (u, v) is enqueued in Q. Property 1 ensures that vertex v has
no other incoming edge that might fall into the same bucket of Q that (u, v) does — this
ensures that (u, v) is enqueued in Q by the time that its top-level bucket becomes active.
Suppose we are given the graph structure of the SPT and the values ⌊(du + c[u, v])/W ⌋
for each edge (u, v), but not the fractional part of (du + c[u, v])/W for any edge (u, v). By
induction ⌊dv/W ⌋ is determined for each vertex v, so ⌊M/W ⌋ is determined. Consequently,
each edge cost c[u, v] is determined to within an open interval of width 2W . Given this
partial information, it may be that no matter what the fractional parts of the various edge
costs are, edge (u, v) is guaranteed to satisfy properties 1 and/or 2, in which case we say
that (u, v) robustly satisfies these properties. We say that (u, v) is robustly preactive if it
robustly satisfies both properties. We now argue that most edges enqueued in Q are robustly
preactive.
If an in-pertinent SPT edge (u, v) does not robustly satisfy property 2, then |2 (dv −
M)− c[u, v]| ≤ 4W , and since dv = du + c[u, v], it follows that |2 (M − du)− c[u, v]| ≤ 4W .
Recalling the SPT exploration process, we see that for each vertex u, the number of edges
(u, v) satisfying this constraint is dominated by a Poisson(8nW ) random variable Yu, where
the Yu’s are independent. So the number of in-pertinent SPT edges which do not robustly
satisfy property 2 is dominated by Poisson(8n2W ).
To analyze the other types of edges that may be enqueued in Q, we condition on the
shortest path tree and the values of the distances to all the vertices, and take the cost of
each non-SPT edge (u, v) to be c[u, v] = d[v]− d[u] +Exp(1) independent of the other edge
costs.
If (u, v) is an in-pertinent non-SPT edge, then the indicator random variable for the
event that |2 (dv − M) − c[u, v]| ≤ 4W is dominated by Poisson(8W ), independent of
the other edge costs. So the number of non-SPT in-pertinent edges which do not robustly
satisfy property 2 is also dominated by Poisson(8n2W ). Because of the independence, the
total number of in-pertinent edges which do not robustly satisfy property 2 is dominated by
Poisson(16n2W ).
If an in-extraneous edge (u, v) does not robustly satisfy property 2, it must be that
dv ≥M , 2 (dv−M) ≤ c[u, v], there is no u′ for which 2 (dv−M) ≤ c[u′, v] < c[u, v] (otherwise
it would not be in-extraneous), and there is some u′ 6= u for which c[u′, v] ≤ c[u, v]+4W . We
distinguish two cases depending on whether the SPT edge leading to v is in-pertinent or out-
pertinent. The edge costs of those edges leading to v but heavier than 2 (dv−M) is dominated
by a Poisson process (in the in-pertinent case), or a Poisson process with one extra point
(in the out-pertinent case). Whatever the first point of the Poisson process, the number of
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additional points which are at most 4W larger is dominated by Poisson(4nW ). In the out-
pertinent case, there are at most Poisson(8nW ) Poisson process points within distance 4W
of the extra point. Either way, the number of in-extraneous edges leading to v which do
not robustly satisfy property 2 is dominated by a Poisson(4nW )+Poisson(8nW ) random
variable Yv, where the Yv’s are independent. Thus there are at most Poisson(4n
2W ) +
Poisson(8n2W ) in-extraneous edges which fail to robustly satisfy property 2.
Next we bound the number of edges enqueued in Q which do not robustly satisfy prop-
erty 1.
Suppose we are given just the SPT and the values ⌊(dx+ c[x, y])/W ⌋ for each edge (x, y).
If |c[u, v]− c[u′, v]| ≥ 5W , then these edge costs are sufficiently far apart that we can deduce
that ⌊c[u, v]/W ⌋ 6= ⌊c[u′, v]/W ⌋. We say that two edge costs c[u, v] and c[u′, v] are a “close
encounter” if they differ by less than 5W , and there is no vertex u′′ for which c[u′′, v] lies
between c[u, v] and c[u′, v]. If edge (u, v) is not in a close encounter, then it robustly satisfies
property 1, and each close encounter causes out at most two edges to fail to robustly satisfy
property 1.
As above, we condition on the SPT and the distances.
If (u, v) is an SPT edge, then the number of edges (u′, v) for which u′ 6= u and |c[u′, v]−
c[u, v]| ≤ 5W is dominated by Poisson(10nW ), independent of the other SPT edges, so the
number of SPT edges enqueued in Q which fail to robustly satisfy property 1 is dominated
by Poisson(10n2W ).
Conditional on the SPT and distances, the costs of the non-SPT edges leading to v is
dominated by a Poisson process independent of the other vertices. The number of the Pois-
son points within distance 5W of the cost of the SPT edge leading to v is dominated by
Poisson(10nW ). The number of these points that are within distance 5W of the first point
beyond 2 (dv −M) is also at most Poisson(10nW ). Next we bound the close encounters
between the Poisson points up to distance 2 (dv −M). Scanning the Poisson process left-to-
right starting from 0, when a point is encountered, the scan becomes “active”, but becomes
“inactive” if no additional point is encountered with distance 5W . While the scan is ac-
tive, each additional point scanned becomes a close encounter, and resets the clock during
which the scan is active. The number of times that the scan becomes active is dominated
by Poisson(n × 2 (dv − M)), and for each time that the scan is active, the number of
close encounters is dominated by a geometric random variable (starting at 0) with success
probability e−5W , where all the Poisson and geometric random variables are independent of
one another. Recall that the ensemble of random variables {dv −M}v∈V is dominated by
a collection of ⌊n/2⌋ i.i.d. Exp(1)/⌈n/2⌉ random variables, and that Poisson(αExp(1))
is a geometric random variable (with minimum value 0) with mean α. So the number of
non-SPT edges enqueued in Q which do not robustly satisfy property 1 is dominated by
⌊n/2⌋ geometrics of geometrics, and is unlikely to be much larger than Θ(n2W ).
Next we argue that the edges enqueued in Q which are robustly preactive have approxi-
mately random costs modulo W , in a sense which we now make precise.
For each edge (u, v), we can take its cost to be −du plus the first point larger than du of
a Poisson point process on [0,∞). The edge cost is not known until du is known, but if we
explore the SPT tree from the root, we do not need to know (u, v)’s cost until du is known.
Using this realization of the edge costs, we say that the edge (u, v) is flexible if
Letting i = ⌊(du + c[u, v])/W ⌋, we have
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1. du < iW ,
2. du + c[u, v] is the only point of edge (u, v)’s Poisson point process in the interval
[iW, (i+ 1)W ), and
3. Either
(a) dv < iW , or
(b) there is no vertex w for which edge (v, w)’s Poisson point process has a point in
the interval [iW, (i+ 1)W ).
Conditional upon an edge (u, v) being flexible, the value of du+c[u, v] is uniformly distributed
in the interval [iW, (i+ 1)W ). Furthermore, changing the cost of a flexible edge (u, v) while
preserving ⌊(du + c[u, v])/W ⌋ has no effect on either the graph structure of the SPT or
whether or not other edges are flexible.
Edges which fail property 1 of being flexible have cost at most W , so the number of
them is dominated by Poisson(n2W ). The number of edges which fail property 2 is also
dominated by Poisson(n2W ). SPT edges of course fail property 3a, but the number of
them that fail property 3b is dominated by Poisson(n2W ). Some non-SPT edges are also
enqueued in Q. Any edge (u, v) which fails property 3a satisfies dv ≤ du + c[u, v] < dv +W .
Conditional on the SPT and distances to each vertex, the number of non-SPT edges which
fail property 3a is dominated by Poisson(n2W ), so this is also true unconditionally.
The keys of the edges which are both robustly preactive and flexible will be the keys
u1, . . . , ug. This set of keys satisfy properties 1 and 2 of the lemma. When we tally up the
edges enqueued in Q which fail to be robustly preactive or flexible, so total is small, which
is property 3 of the lemma.
Theorem 9.4. Suppose the forward-backward algorithm’s priority queues P and Q are im-
plemented as two-level bucket monotone priority queues with sub-buckets based on binary
heaps, as described Section 9.2. If W = 1/(n logn) and B = n, then when the algorithm is
run on Kn(Exp(1)), the expected running time for priority queues P and Q is Θ(n), and the
running time is Θ(n) except with probability exp(−Θ(n/ log n)).
Proof. Janson [Jan99, eq. 2.8] proved that for Kn(Exp(1)),
P
[
max
v
dv ≥ 2log n+ log logn
n
+
t
n
]
≤ exp[−t(1 − 1/ logn) +O(1)] .
With B = n and W = 1/(n logn), the relevant t is Θ(n/ logn), and we see that the prob-
ability that the last bucket becomes active is at most exp(−Θ(n/ log n)). Of course if no
items are extracted from the last bucket, then we only need to pay for the edge insertion
costs into the last bucket’s linked list.
Observe that (
a1 + · · ·+ aℓ
a1, . . . , aℓ
)
≤ ℓa1+···+aℓ
(a1 + · · ·+ aℓ)! ≤ a1!× · · · × aℓ!× ℓa1+···+aℓ .
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This inequality allows us to handle the “good keys”, i.e., those which are in their top-level
bucket by the time it becomes active and whose value modulo W is random (those keys
satisfying conditions 1 and 2 in Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3), separately from the small number of
other keys. We let Ji denote the number of good keys that fall into bucket i, let bi ≥ Ji
denote the number of keys in bucket i at the time that it becomes active, and let Ri denote
the number of remaining keys inserted into bucket i which are not good in the above sense.
Let Ji,j (resp. Ri,j) denote the number of good (resp. bad) keys that fall into sub-bucket j
of bucket i. Let J =
∑
i Ji and R =
∑
iRi, and let Rmax = Θ(n/ logn) be a value that we
will discuss later. We have
bi−1∏
j=0
(Ji,j +Ri,j)! ≤ 2Ji+Ri ×
bi−1∏
j=0
Ji,j!×
bi−1∏
j=0
Ri,j !
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
(Ji,j +Ri,j)!× 1R≤Rmax ≤ 2J+R ×
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
Ji,j!× R!× 1R≤Rmax
E
[
10−J2−R
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
(Ji,j +Ri,j)!× 1R≤Rmax
]
≤ E
[
5−J ×
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
Ji,j!×Rmax!
]
= E
[
5−J ×
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
Ji,j!
]
× Rmax!
≤ Rmax! .
Recall now that the time required to perform the extract-min binary heap operations
for sub-bucket j of bucket i is proportional to (Ji,j + Ri,j) + log(Ji,j + Ri,j)!. Equivalently,
the time is proportional to (1 + log 10)Ji,j + (1 + log 2)Ri,j + Yi,j where
Yi,j = −Ji,j log 10− Ri,j log 2 + log(Ji,j +Ri,j)! .
The total time for the priority queue operations is proportional to const×(J+R)+Y , where
Y =
∑
i
bi−1∑
j=0
Yi,j .
We have already proved in Theorem 5.3 that, with suitable constants, the number of edges
J + R enqueued in the queues is O(n) except with probability exp[−Θ(n)]. We are left to
bound the probability that Y is large:
P[Y ≥ t] ≤ P[eY × 1R≤Rmax ≥ et]+ P[R > Rmax]
≤ e−t E[eY × 1R≤Rmax ] + P[R > Rmax]
≤ e−t E
[
10−J2−R
∏
i
bi−1∏
j=0
(Ji,j +Ri,j)!× 1R≤Rmax
]
+ P[R > Rmax]
≤ e−tRmax! + P[R > Rmax] .
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By Lemma 9.2 (for queue P ) and 9.3 (for queue Q), we can take Rmax = Θ(n/ logn) and
have P[R > Rmax] ≤ exp[−Θ(n/ log n)]. Then Rmax! = exp[Θ(n)], so we can take t be a
sufficiently large constant times n to find P[Y ≥ t] ≤ exp[−Θ(n/ log n)].
In the exponentially unlikely event that the running time exceeds O(n), the conditional
expected running time can at worst be O(n2 log n), so this unlikely event contributes negli-
gibly to the total expected running time.
10 Lower bound for forward-only algorithms
In this section we show that any algorithm which is given only the outgoing edges from
each vertex in sorted order must take at least Ω(n logn) expected time to produce the
shortest path tree for the directed complete graph with random edge weights. We actually
prove a stronger lower bound, namely we show that even if an algorithm is presented the
shortest path tree, just the task of verifying that the shortest path tree is correct requires
the examination of Ω(n log n) edges on average. This lower bound holds even for non-
deterministic verification procedures, i.e., verification procedures that are allowed to guess
which queries to ask. These lower bounds complement our algorithmic results, by showing
that having both outgoing edges and incoming edges in sorted order genuinely reduces the
average-case complexity of finding the shortest path tree.
The verification algorithms we consider are allowed to make two types of queries:
1. query(u, v) – What is the weight of the edge (u, v)?
2. queryF (u, i) – What is the i-th outgoing edge of u, according to non-decreasing order
of weight, and what is its weight?
We refer to these queries as edge queries and forward queries, respectively. Edge queries
can be answered in constant time if a weighted adjacency matrix of the graph is available.
Forward queries can be answered in constant time if the outgoing adjacency lists of each
vertex are sorted in non-decreasing order of weight and are stored in arrays.
We say that an algorithm probed an edge (u, v) if it issued a direct query(u, v), or if the
edge (u, v) and its weight were returned by queryF (u, i), for some i.
Lemma 10.1. Any verification algorithm that only uses edge queries query(u, v) must query
all edges (u, v) for which d[u] < d[v] before accepting a SPT. In particular, if all distances
are distinct, any such algorithm must query at least
(
n
2
)
= Ω(n2) edges.
Proof. If the algorithm fails to query an edge (u, v) for which d[u] < d[v], then it is possible
that c[u, v] < d[v]− d[u], in which case T is not a SPT.
Suppose that T is a SPT corresponding to the cost function c : E → R+. To show that a
given set of queries is not a sufficient to conclude that T is indeed a SPT, we need to provide
an alternative cost function c′ : E → R+ under which the answers to all queries made by
the algorithm are the same, yet T is not a SPT under c′. In the proof of Lemma 10.1, the
alternative cost function c′ is the same as the cost function c except at some edge (u, v) for
which d[u] < d[v] and which the algorithm failed to query.
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Next we consider verification algorithms which are allowed to make forward queries.
Recall that our lower bounds are in fact for non-deterministic verification algorithms, i.e.,
algorithms that are allowed to guess which queries to ask. If the verification procedure makes
both edge queries and forward queries, then we can replace each edge query query(u, v) by
a forward query queryF (u, i), where i is the index of v in the sorted outgoing adjacency
list of u, as the non-deterministic algorithm may guess this index. This clearly gives the
verification algorithm more information.
Let v1, . . . , vn be the vertices in non-decreasing order of distance from s in T , i.e., 0 =
d[v1] ≤ d[v2] ≤ · · · ≤ d[vn], where v1 = s. We let vi,j be the endpoint of the j-th outgoing
edge of vi, in sorted order of weight, i.e., c[vi, vi,1] ≤ c[vi, vi,2] ≤ · · · ≤ c[vi, vi,n−1]. In other
words, the answer to queryF (vi, j) is the pair (vi,j , c[vi, vi,j]).
Lemma 10.2. Suppose that T is a SPT with respect to a directed cost function c : E → R+.
Let vi ∈ V . If c[vi, vi,r−1] < d[vi,s] − d[vi], then any verification algorithm that only uses
forward queries must either queryF (vi, r) or queryF (vi, s) before accepting T .
Proof. If s ≤ r − 1, then c[vi, vi,s] ≤ c[vi, vr−1] < d[vi,s] − d[vi], in which case T would not
be a shortest path tree. We may assume then that r ≤ s. We define a new cost function
c′ : E → R+ as follows. For every edge (u′, v′) other than (vi, vi,r) or (vi, vi,s), we let
c′[u′, v′] = c[u′, v′]. Let c′[vi, vi,s] = c[vi, vr−1] and c
′[vi, vr] = c[vi, vi,s]. This amounts to
swapping the roles of vi,r and vi,s followed by setting c
′[vi, vi,s] = c
′[vi, vi,r−1] < d[vi,s]− d[vi].
(Observe that this construction of c′ would not work in the undirected setting.) The shortest
path tree for the cost functions c and c′ are different, and the costs are the same except on
the edges (vi, vi,r) and (vi, vi,s), so any verification algorithm must query at least one of these
two edges.
In the above proof, we did not have to let c′[vi, vs] = c[u, vr−1]. Any choice that satisfies
c′[vi, vi,r−1] ≤ c′[vi, vs] ≤ c′[u, vr+1] and c′[vi, vi,s] < d[vi,s] − d[vi] would do. Thus, the lower
bound holds even if the verification procedure is guaranteed that all edge weights are distinct.
Theorem 10.3. Any verification algorithm that uses only edge and forward queries must
perform (1 + o(1))n logn queries, with high probability, when given a SPT of the directed
graph Kn(Exp(1)).
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k < n, we let ri,k be the minimal index for which
c[vi, vi,ri,k ] ≥ d[vn−k]− d[vi] .
If there is some value of r ≤ ri,k for which queryF (vi, r) is not queried, and some value of s
for which d[vi,s] ≥ d[vn−k] and queryF (vi, s) is not queried, then by Lemma 10.2 a verification
procedure cannot be certain that it has the correct SPT. So a verification procedure must
either queryF (vi, r) for each r ≤ ri,k or queryF (vi, s) for each s for which d[vi,s] ≥ d[vn−k] (or
both). Thus there must be at least min(ri,k, k) forward queries from vertex vi.
By the analyses of Davis and Prieditis [DP93] and Janson [Jan99], we know that with
high probability d[vn] = (2 + o(1))(logn)/n, and that with high probability, for almost
all vertices vi, d[vi] = (1 + o(1))(logn)/n. At this point we set k = ⌈log n⌉. By the
characterization of the distances, we have E[d[vn] − d[vn−k]] = (1 + o(1))(log logn)/n, so
d[vn−k] = (2 + o(1))(log n)/n with high probability.
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For any vertex u, the number of outgoing edges (u, w) with weight at most (1+o(1))(logn)/n
is a binomial random variable with mean (1 + o(1)) logn, so the actual number will be con-
centrated about the mean. For a suitable choice of the o(1) term, with high probability this
will be less than d[vn−k] − d[u]. Thus, with high probability, for almost all vertices vi, we
have min(ri,k, k) = (1 + o(1)) logn, and so the total number of forward queries is with high
probability at least (1 + o(1))n logn.
Observe that we were able to make these alternative cost functions c′ for verification
algorithms that only use edge and forward queries since, in some sense, there is no interaction
between the forward queries made on different vertices. When both forward-queries and
backward-queries are allowed, it becomes harder to make on alternative cost function c′ for
which the verification algorithm fails, which should not be surprising in view of the fact that
we have shown that on average O(n) forward-queries and backward-queries suffice to find
the shortest-path tree.
11 Concluding remarks and open problems
We presented a new forward-backward single-source shortest paths algorithm that demon-
strates the usefulness of backward scans. We used our algorithm to solve the SSSP problem
in the complete graph with exponential edges weights in O(n) time, with very high probabil-
ity, which is clearly optimal. As mentioned, we hope that ideas from our forward-backward
algorithm may help speed up shortest paths algorithms not only in theory but also in prac-
tice.
We presented a probabilistic analysis of the forward-backward algorithm for exponential
edge weights, as well as for Weibull edges weights, i.e., edge weights of the form Exp(1)s,
when 0 < s ≤ 1. We conjecture that the algorithm runs in O(n) time also when s > 1.
Finally, an interesting open problem is whether backward scans may also yield improved
SSSP or APSP algorithms in the more general end-point independent model.
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